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“Hope is easy for every fool but hard for the wise one. 
Everybody can lose himself in foolish hopes, but genuine 
hope is something rare and great.” 
Paul Tillich (1990)  
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Portfolio Thesis Overview 
 
The portfolio thesis was designed to support the development of research 
competencies required for practicing clinical psychologists. The portfolio consists of 
an overall thesis abstract and two thesis chapters: a systematic review and 
empirical paper. This constitutes part fulfilment of the degree of Doctorate in 
Clinical Psychology at the University of Edinburgh. The remaining components 
included two case conceptualisations, a thesis proposal and a small scale research 
project in combination with six clinical placements over three years. 
 
The references from the document as a whole are included in the ‘Portfolio Thesis 
References’ section and are written following the British Psychological Society’s 
style guide (BPS, 2015). The references within chapters are written within the 




Portfolio Thesis Abstract 
Aims 
There is an increasing focus on factors associated with resilience in parents of 
children with disabilities. Two such resilience factors are hope and locus of control. 
This thesis aimed to review the existing literature on hope and its relationship to 
psychological outcomes, in parents of children who have a disability. A research 
study aimed to explore relationships between two resilience factors, hope and 




To address the first aim, a systematic review of the literature was conducted for 
hope (operationalised using Snyder’s model of hope). Nine online databases were 
systematically searched using a set of pre-defined criteria. Eligible papers were 
rated for quality using an established tool (SIGN, 2008) adapted for this review. 
Secondly, a cross-sectional research study sampled mothers of children with an 
intellectual disability (N=32) who completed four self-report measures online: State 
Hope for the Child Scale (based on the State Hope Scale), Parental Locus of Control 
Scale (child control and parental control subscales), Behavior Problems Inventory 
for Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities – Short Form, and the Knowledge of 
Behavioural Principles Questionnaire (KBPQ), which was developed for the study. 
 
Results 
The systematic review identified 11 papers; three were rated as good quality, seven 
rated as fair quality and one rated as poor. Studies included participants whose 
children had a range of disabilities. Participants in the following groups were over-
represented: white, middle to high socio-economic status mothers, educated to 
college or graduate degree level and who self-selected to participate. For all 
studies, mean hope was higher than the median value for each scale used, 
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suggesting the presence of hope in most parents. Hope was positively associated 
with a range of variables, such as, quality of life, and negatively associated others, 
including stress. There were differences in the interactions between hope 
components of agency and pathways, and psychological variables. There were also 
differences between how maternal and paternal hope related to psychological 
variables.   
 
The characteristics of those recruited to the research study mirrored those found in 
previous research. The majority of participants were married/cohabiting mothers, 
living in areas of higher socio-economic status, and caring for a child with a 
moderate or severe ID. In addition, there was a higher incidence of children with 
autism spectrum disorder in this sample. Mothers reported feeling hopeful, 
although they experienced a range of challenging behaviours (mean 14.6 
behaviours per child). Due to poor psychometric properties of the KBPQ, data was 
not included in the analysis; however, some areas of strength and weakness in 
knowledge were evident. Correlational analysis showed that higher levels of 
resilience factors were associated with lower levels of self-injurious and 
aggressive/destructive behaviour. Stereotyped behaviour was not associated with 
either hope or locus of control. In contrast to previous research, higher hope was 
associated with a more external locus of control for the child control subscale.  
 
Conclusions and implications 
Hope is an established resilience factor in the general population. Findings from 
both the systematic review and research study suggest that hope is present in 
parents and caregivers of children with a disability. The systematic review 
demonstrated consistent adaptive relationships between hope and psychological 
variables. This highlights hope’s role as a resilience factor in parents of children with 
a disability. The research study added to the literature on how maternal hope and 
locus of control inter-relate in this population. Generalisability of study results was 
limited by sample size, population characteristics and by scales used.  However, 
overall findings suggest that it would be beneficial to consider resilience factors 
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when planning and evaluating interventions and research. Furthermore, examining 
specific aetiologies of disability, such as ASD, might also clarify whether these affect 
the relationships between hope and other psychological variables.   
 





Chapter 1: Systematic Review    
 
 
This chapter presents a systematic review of the literature investigating the 
presentation of hope in parents of children with disabilities and its relationship to 
other psychological variables. It is formatted for submission to the journal 
‘Research in Developmental Disabilities’ including the referencing format of the 
American Psychological Association, Sixth Edition (2010). Author guidelines are 
contained in Appendix A.  A structured abstract is followed by an introduction to 
the objectives of the work and background literature. A methods section maps out 
the search strategy and selection criteria. Results are based on a critical appraisal 
through quality criteria evaluation. A discussion of the clinical and research 
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There is an increasing focus on factors associated with resilience in parents of 
children with disabilities. The concept of hope has positive associations in the 
general population, identifying it as a potential contributor to resilience in parents 
of children with disabilities.  
 
Objectives 
This review systematically examined the existing literature exploring hope, 
operationalised using Snyder’s theory of hope, in parents of children with 
disabilities. It aimed to describe how hope presents in parents and focused on the 
relationship between hope and psychological variables to inform clinical practice 
and future research.  
 
Method 
Peer-reviewed English language studies that examined parents or caregivers of 
children with a physical, developmental or intellectual disability, that measured 
hope following Snyder’s model and that included at least one parental 
psychological outcome were considered for review. Online database searches 
(PsyInfo, Medline and Embase/Embase classic, CINAHLplus, ERIC, ASSIA, Sociological 
Abstracts, Social Services Abstracts and PubMed) and hand searches of two journals 
in the field were carried out. Study quality was rated using pre-defined criteria 
adapted from an established rating tool (SIGN, 2008).  
 
Results 
From 174 studies, 11 papers met eligibility criteria. Three papers were rated as 
good quality, a further seven rated as fair quality and one rated as poor.  Studies 
investigated 1789 caregivers of children with a range of disabilities including fragile 
X syndrome, autism spectrum disorder and Down syndrome. Studies were biased to 
participants who were white, middle to high socio-economic status mothers, who 
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were educated to college or graduate degree level and who self-selected to take 
part. Seven studies used the Trait Hope Scale and three studies the State Hope 
Scale. For all studies, mean hope was higher than the median value for each scale 
used, suggesting the presence of hope in most parents. Hope was positively 
associated with a range of adaptive psychological variables, e.g. quality of life, and 
negatively associated with less adaptive variables, e.g. stress. The two components 
of hope (agency and pathways) varied in their relationship to psychological 
variables. There were also differences between how maternal and paternal hope 
related to psychological variables.   
 
Conclusions 
Hope is present in parents and caregivers of children with a disability. Hope had 
significant relationships with a range of psychological variables in line with previous 
research from the general adult population. This highlights hope as a potential 
resilience factor within parents of children with disabilities, which has both clinical 
and research implications. 
 
Highlights  
 Hope was positively associated with quality of life, family adaptability, happiness 
and positive affect.  
 Hope was negatively associated with stress, anxiety, worry and depression. 
 Findings were limited by low number of studies, poor quality of reporting and 
lack of comparison or control groups. 
 Most studies only included mothers. 
 Measurement of hope was inconsistent across studies. 
 






1. Introduction  
 
1.1 Background 
The psychological distress experienced by parents of children with an intellectual 
disability (ID) is well documented in research literature (e.g. Baker, Blacher, Crnic & 
Edelbrock, 2002) and highlighted as a focus for change in government policy 
(Department for Children, Schools & Families, 2008; The Scottish Government, 
2013). Parents of children with various additional needs, e.g. physical disability or 
chronic life-limiting illness, demonstrate a similar pattern of increased distress and 
lower well-being (Cousino & Hazen, 2013). However, parents also report positive 
experiences (Hastings & Taunt, 2002) and show resilience to cope with the complex 
challenges of parenting a child with a disability (Peer & Hillman, 2014). Growing 
interest in these characteristics reflects a wider trend of positive psychology to 
identify strengths and abilities rather than weaknesses (Hastings & Taunt, 2002). 
This trend is evidenced by the increasing literature focused on adaptations to the 
caring role and facets of positive psychology such as resilience (Horsley & Oliver, 
2013) and their potential to guide approaches to intervention (Seccombe, 2002). 
Positive parental cognitions such as optimism, hope and possessing a positive 
outlook may support parents to perceive challenging situations as more 
manageable, mediating the effects of stress (McDonald, Poertner & Pierpont, 
1999).  
 
Hope is an established protective factor from distress in adults (Snyder, 2002) and 
could be clinically used as a diagnostic and therapeutic tool (Snyder, 1995). The 
model of hope proposed by Snyder and colleagues (Snyder, 1995; 2002; Snyder et 
al., 1991) is the most dominant and researched hope conceptualisation in the past 
twenty years (Feldman & Kubota, 2015; Rand & Cheavens, 2009). Other models of 
hope differ in their theoretical basis, and their measurement tools often include a 
range of other resilience factors (e.g. optimism in Millar & Power, 1988). Following 
an initial examination of the literature, Snyder’s model was chosen as the focus of 
this review since there is a sufficient body of literature to draw conclusions from, in 
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comparison to other conceptualisations of hope, where there are fewer studies to 
draw upon. Therefore, this review begins by outlining Snyder’s theory of hope 
(Snyder, 1995; 2002; Snyder et al., 1991) and the recognised associations of hope in 
the general population. The existing literature investigating hope in parents of 
children with disabilities will then be systematically examined, and the results 
summarised. 
 
1.2 Snyder’s theory of hope: the will and the ways 
Prior to the publication of Snyder et al.’s (1991) paper, hope was often perceived as 
a view that one’s goals could be met (e.g. Stotland, 1969). This postulates that an 
individual and their behaviour are goal driven; therefore, hope was the view of 
likely goal attainment. Snyder and colleagues hypothesised that hope was a more 
complex cognitive appraisal of one’s relationship to goals made up of two 
components, the ‘will and the ways’ (Snyder, 1995; 2002; Snyder et al., 1991; 
Snyder et al., 1996). The will or ‘agency’ component is a resolve that goals will be 
successfully met in the past, present and future. This sense of agency was referred 
to as ‘goal-direct determination’. It encapsulates the perceived ability and 
motivation to both initiate and maintain actions needed to achieve the goal. The 
ways or ‘pathways’ component is the perceived ability to generate successful plans 
or routes to meet goals. Thus, hope is viewed as a process of cognitive appraisal, 
constructed of the perceived sense of successful agency (goal-directed action) and 
pathways (plans to meet goals).  
 
These components, although positively related and reciprocal, were seen as two 
distinct cognitional appraisals; therefore individuals could vary on each aspect 
(Snyder et al., 1991). The necessity of both components and their independence 
was supported by confirmatory factor analysis (Babyak, Snyder & Yoshinobu, 1993). 
Snyder emphasised hope as an egocentric “cognitive set” but acknowledged that 
experience and external factors influenced our assessment of agency and pathways 
(Snyder, 2002). Consequently, hope is not a state of goal-orientated thinking but a 
subjective and enduring dispositional evaluation of agency and pathways, 
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consistent across environments. Thus, an individual’s level of hope lies on a 
continuum and differs between individuals as varying degrees of hope (Snyder et 
al., 1991).  
 
Snyder (2000) purports that hope was different from other dispositional resilience 
factors such as optimism. Optimism refers to a general expectancy that favourable 
outcomes will occur rather than unfavourable outcomes (Scheier & Carver, 1985). 
Although still positively framed, hope has an ‘active’ component, separating it from 
optimism’s simple expectations (Peterson & Seligman, 2004).  
 
1.3 Measurement of hope 
Although hope has been discussed as a dispositional variable, it can be measured at 
this ‘trait’ level (Trait Hope Scale, THS; Snyder et al., 1991) or at a more situational 
level (State Hope Scale, SHS; Snyder et al., 1996). As a dispositional variable, a 
person’s hope agency and pathways thinking are assumed to be relatively 
consistent. However, a person’s hope can fluctuate within a situation and can, 
therefore, be measured as a current ‘state’. In Snyder et al.’s (1991) original article, 
the THS consisted of twelve items rated from one (definitely false) to four 
(definitely true). Four items assessed pathways, four items assessed agency and 
four were filler items.   
 
Snyder et al. (1996) postulated that a state measurement would increase 
understanding of hope affected by more proximal events and provide a ‘snapshot’ 
of current goal-directed thinking. The SHS consists of three agency and three 
pathway items from the THS (filler items were omitted). The measure directs 
respondents to focus on the ‘here and now’ and rate items to reflect their thinking 
in the moment. Statements were rated from one (definitely false) to eight 
(definitely true). Snyder et al. (1996) also reported rating the THS from one to eight, 






1.4 Hope in the general population 
High hope is associated with general positive outcomes, better psychological health 
and physical well-being, successful problem-solving and increased life satisfaction 
(Chang, 1998; 2003; Shorey, Little, Snyder, Kluck & Robitschek, 2007). Individuals 
with higher hope identify more goals, show resilience and problem solved new 
routes to goal attainment when faced with blockages (Snyder et al., 1991). Higher 
hope is associated with using adaptive coping strategies (Snyder, 2000; 2002), 
particularly coping better with ongoing distress (Barnum, Snyder, Rapoff, Mani & 
Thompson, 1998). This is relevant to parents of children with developmental 
disabilities whose behavioural problems can persevere, thereby presenting ongoing 
challenges (Murphy et al., 2005).  
 
Furthermore, individuals identified as possessing high hope also report more 
positive emotional experiences and view barriers to success as challenges not 
stressors (Oettingen & Gollwitzer, 2002). Conversely, low hope is associated with 
lower confidence and a lower success rate in goal attainment (Robitsheck, 1996). 
When combined with other maladaptive mechanisms, e.g. immature defence style, 
low hope can lead to high levels of dysphoria (Kwon, 2000). More specific mental 
health variables have also been investigated. Lower levels of anxiety and depression 
were associated with higher hope (Chang, 2003; Chang & DeSimone, 2001; Snyder, 
2000; 2002). Recently this evidence has been used to trial hope-based interventions 
in a student population, with successful outcomes in both traditional multi-session 
interventions (Cheavens, Feldman, Gum, Michael & Snyder, 2006) and single 
session formats (Feldman & Dreher, 2012).  
 
1.5 Rationale for systematic review 
Evidence of other parental cognitions or resilience factors in parents of children 
with disabilities has been reviewed (Hassall & Rose, 2005); however, there has been 
no systemic review focused on hope. Qualitative research with parents of children 
with disabilities has found hope to be a “dynamic process” that supported parents 
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to re-evaluate family life (Kausar, Jevne & Sobsey, 2003). Parents of children with 
developmental disabilities reported that a message of “no hope” was often 
imposed on them by professionals and if parents expressed hope, it was 
interpreted as a maladaptive behaviour (Kearney & Griffin, 2001). Therefore, 
clinicians need to understand how hope typically presents in this population, 
whether it is an adaptive resource and how it interacts with psychological variables 
(Peer & Hillman, 2014).  
 
Hope is an established paradigm and tool in similar complex populations, e.g. 
parents caring for a child with a serious illness (Reder & Serwint, 2009). In children 
who exhibit externalising behaviour problems, hope related to key parenting 
abilities such as having a warmer more nurturing parenting style, using more 
adaptive coping and being able to develop a more cohesive active family 
environment (Kashdan et al., 2002).  
 
Parents of children with disabilities manage a range of challenging tasks to care for 
their child (Baker-Ericzn, Brookman-Frazee, & Stahmer, 2005). They therefore need 
the motivation and strategies to be able to achieve these tasks, equivalent to 
Snyder’s cognitive set of agency and pathways (Snyder, 2002; Snyder et al., 1991). 
The established associations of hope in the adult population are highly relevant for 
parents of children with disabilities, who consistently struggle with stress and 
negative psychological variables (Hassall, Rose & McDonald, 2005). When faced 
with a crisis or with challenging behaviour, parents need to draw on their problem-
solving skills and remain resilient, identifying hope as a theoretically important 
variable to consider (Watson & Hayes, 2011).  
 
1.6 Review aims  
The primary purpose of this review was to identify and critically evaluate, using a 
set of quality criteria, the current research literature on hope, within Snyder’s 
framework (Snyder, 2002; Snyder et al., 1991), in parents of children with a 
disability. Findings will be summarised, including information regarding participant 
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characteristics and parental psychological variables that are associated with hope. 
Findings from the literature will be considered in relation to clinical practice, with 






A review protocol was designed following guidance for undertaking reviews in 
health care (Centre for Reviews and Dissemination, CRD, 2009). It outlined the 
review question and inclusion criteria (Participants, Interventions, Comparisons, 
Outcomes, and Study Design, PICOS) with predefined strategies for searching, data 
extraction, quality assessment and data synthesis (Appendix B).  
 
2.2 Eligibility criteria  
All relevant published studies in English-language, peer-reviewed journals were 
considered (Table 1). Studies were included if they sampled parents or caregivers of 
children (aged up to and including 18 years old) who have a disability (physical, 
intellectual or developmental) and investigated hope within the framework of 
Snyder’s theory of hope. Intervention studies, where baseline data on hope was 
available, were also included by requesting data from the main author contact cited 
in the paper. Additionally, studies were required to measure at least one parental 
psychological or well-being variable, e.g. parental stress, adjustment, depression or 
anxiety. Qualitative studies, conference proceedings and published dissertations 





Table 1  
Eligibility criteria for study selection for final review 
Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria 
   
 Participants were parents or caregivers 
of children (≤18 years old) with a 
disability (physical, developmental or 
intellectual) 
 Hope was measured within the 
framework of Snyder’s Theory of Hope  
 At least one parental psychological or 
well-being outcome was measured 
 Controlled, quasi-experimental, small-
N, case study, cohort, mixed methods, 
intervention or observational study 
designs 
 English-language studies published in 
peer review journals 
 Studies published on or before 
07.12.14 
 Conference proceedings,  published 
dissertations and other non-peer 
reviewed literature 
 Qualitative studies 
 Abstract or full text unavailable 
 Review papers 
  
 
2.3 Information sources  
Online searches were conducted using Ovid (PsyInfo, Medline and Embase/Embase 
classic), EBSCO (CINAHLplus and ERIC), ProQuest (ASSIA, Sociological Abstracts, and 
Social Services Abstracts) and PubMed databases.  All publication years were 
included up to 7th December 2014. Search terms covered variations of hope, parent 
and disability (Table 2), and were used in both subject heading and key word 
searches.  A hand search was conducted of the most frequently cited journals in the 
database search (Journal of Intellectual Disability Research and British Journal of 
Learning Disabilities). Reference lists of review papers were searched for additional 





Table 2  
Search terms used in online database search 
 Search terms  
  
Hope Hope, hope theory 
 
Parent Parent, parents, parental, parent*, mother*, maternal, 
father*, paternal, caregiver, carer, care*  
 
Disability Child disabled, developmental delay, developmental 
disabilities, developmental disability, developmental 
disorders, intellectual disabilities, disabilities, disabled 
persons, disabl*, intellectual disability, intellectually disabled, 
intellectual impairment, learning disabilities, learning 
disability, learning difficulties, learning disorders, mental 
retardation,  mentally retarded, mental* handicap*, mental 
deficiency, mentally disabled persons, multiple disabilities, 
neurodevelopment disorders, pervasive developmental 
disorders 




2.4 Study selection 
Titles and abstracts of studies identified through searching were screened with 
reference to eligibility criteria. Where there was insufficient detail in the abstract, 
full-text articles were sought and screened for criteria. Those meeting eligibility 
criteria were included for final selection and methodological appraisal. Figure 1 
outlines the systematic review study selection following the PRISMA statement 















174 records identified 
through database searching 
  
57 additional records identified 
through other sources 
  
            








 231 records identified  6 duplicates excluded 
 
        
  









         
  
 
22 full-text articles assessed for 
eligibility 
 
11 full-text articles 
excluded (see Table 3) 
 








        
  
 11 studies included in review   
 
        
        
Figure 1 PRISMA flow diagram of systematic identification of articles included in 
final review 
 
2.5 Data collection process 
Data collection and extraction were completed for all studies included in the final 
selection. Following guidance on systematic reviews (CRD, 2009), data was 
synthesised on: general information, study characteristics, participant 
characteristics and setting and psychological variables data/results. A data 
extraction form was used to facilitate this (Appendix C).  
 
2.6 Quality appraisal  
Assessment of methodological quality and risk of bias was appraised using 
published quality guidance (Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network, SIGN, 
2008), adapted to meet the specific review area (Appendix D) following 
recommendations from CRD guidance (2009). Adaptations were made to ensure 
adequate appraisal of studies with a cross-sectional design, and to focus on 
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relevant quality characteristics, such as, recruitment methodology. Eleven quality 
criteria were rated across six domains: research question, selection of participants, 
assessment, confounding variables, statistical analysis, and quality of reporting. 
Criteria were rated as: well-covered (3), adequately addressed (2), poorly addressed 
(1), not addressed (when not mentioned or aspect of study design was ignored, 0, 
SIGN, 2008). Total scores calculated for each study (max. 33) were converted into 
percentages, categorised as: good (≥ 75%), fair (74–50%) or poor (≤ 50%; CRD, 
2009).  
 
A second rater independently rated five (45%) of the studies selected for final 
review. Excellent inter-rater consistency was found (intraclass correlation co-
efficient r=.843, p<.001; Cicchetti, 2001). Disagreements between ratings were 





3.1 Excluded studies 
A total of 174 studies were identified through search strategies (Figure 1). A 
common reason for exclusion at screening was articles that included adults with 
intellectual disabilities due to the search terms used. The word ‘hope’ was also 
frequently used by authors as a descriptor or opinion, but unrelated to the 
construct investigated by this review. Table 3 details reasons for exclusion of those 





Table 3  
Summary of excluded studies at full-text review 
Reason for exclusion  
 
Participants were parents of children with specific educational learning ‘difficulties’ rather than a 
global disability (i.e. children’s IQ was within the average range) 
 Al-Yagon, M. (2007). Socioemotional and Behavioral Adjustment among School-Age Children with 
Learning Disabilities The Moderating Role of Maternal Personal Resources. The Journal of Special 
Education, 40(4), 205–217. 
 
Hope not measured within the framework of with Snyder’s theory 
 Dagenais, L., Hall, N., Majnemer, A., Birnbaum, R., Dumas, F., Gosselin, J., ... & Shevell, M. I. 
(2006). Communicating a diagnosis of cerebral palsy: caregiver satisfaction and stress. Paediatric 
neurology, 35(6), 408-414. 
 Juvonen, J., & Leskinen, M. (1994). The function of onset and offset responsibility perceptions in 
fathers' and mothers' adjustment to their child's developmental disability. Journal of Social 
Behavior & Personality, 9(5), 1994, 349-368. 
 Padencheri, S., & Russell, P. S. (2002). Challenging Behaviours among Children with Intellectual 
Disability The Hope Busters? Journal of Intellectual Disabilities, 6(3), 253-261. 
 Wong, M. G., & Heriot, S. A. (2007). Vicarious futurity in autism and childhood dementia. Journal 
of autism and developmental disorders, 37(10), 1833-1841. 
 Wong, M. G., & Heriot, S. A. (2008). Parents of children with cystic fibrosis: how they hope, cope 
and despair. Child: care, health and development, 34(3), 344-354. 
 
Intervention study where baseline data not available from the author 
 Farber, M. L., & Maharaj, R. (2005). Empowering high-risk families of children with disabilities. 
Research on social work practice, 15(6), 501-515. 
 
No physical, developmental or intellectual disability described 
 Mednick, L., Cogen, F., Henderson, C., Rohrbeck, C. A., Kitessa, D., & Streisand, R. (2007). Hope 
more, worry less: Hope as a potential resilience factor in mothers of very young children with type 1 
diabetes. Children's Healthcare, 36(4), 385-396.  
 
Parental hope not measured 
 Al-Yagon, M. (2009). Comorbid LD and ADHD in childhood: socioemotional and behavioural 
adjustment and parents’ positive and negative affect. European Journal of Special Needs Education, 
24(4), 371-391. 
 Ruiz-Robledillo, N., De Andrés-García, S., Pérez-Blasco, J., González-Bono, E., & Moya-Albiol, L. 
(2014). Highly resilient coping entails better perceived health, high social support and low morning 
cortisol levels in parents of children with autism spectrum disorder. Research in developmental 
disabilities, 35(3), 686-695.  
 Nachshen, J. S., & Minnes, P. (2005). Empowerment in parents of school-aged children with and 
without developmental disabilities. Journal of Intellectual Disability Research, 49(12), 889-904. 
 






 3.2 Included studies  
Eleven studies (see Table 4) met eligibility criteria, investigating hope across five 
countries from 2001–2013 (Al-Yagon & Margalit, 2009; Bailey Jr, Sideris, Roberts & 
Hatton, 2008; Baldry, Bratel, Dunsire & Durrant, 2005; Einav, Levi & Margalit, 2012; 
Faso, Neal-Beevers & Carlson, 2013; Horton & Wallander, 2001; Lloyd & Hasting, 
2009; Ogston, Mackintosh & Myers, 2011; Truitt , Biesecker, Capone, Bailey & Erby, 
2012; Watson, Hayes, Radford-Paz & Coons, 2013; Wheeler, Skinner & Bailey, 
2008). The total number of participants across studies was N=1779 (1601 mothers, 
126 fathers, 62 other caregivers).  Children’s disabilities included: fragile X 
syndrome (FXS), chronic physical health conditions (spina-bifida, cerebral palsy and 
insulin dependent diabetes), autism spectrum disorder (ASD), Down syndrome, 
intellectual disabilities, foetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD), developmental 
delay and developmental disabilities.  
 
Baldry et al.’s (2005) study involved an intervention. The corresponding author was 
contacted and baseline data obtained. A cross-sectional design was adopted by the 
remaining ten studies for quantitative data. Two studies used mixed methodologies 
(Watson et al., 2013; Wheeler et al., 2008); however, the qualitative aspect of these 
studies was not examined. The most frequent parental psychological outcome 
investigated was parental stress as measured by: the Parenting Stress Index, the 
Parents of Children with Disabilities Inventory, and the Questionnaire on Resources 
and Stress Friedrich’s short-form. Parental worry, mood, happiness, optimism and 
anger were also investigated. More systemic family characteristics were measured 
including perceived family support, quality of life, sense of coherence (SOC), coping 
and family adaptability. Four studies included child variables such as severity of 
autistic symptoms, problem behaviours or level of disability.  
 
3.3 Methodological quality and risk of bias across studies  
Study quality ratings for domain scores, total scores and overall quality rating are 
summarised in Table 5. Median quality rating was 66.7% (fair). Interpretation of 
study results was guided by quality ratings. Three studies were rated as good and 
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seven studies were rated in the fair category; these 10 were retained for narrative 
synthesis of results. One paper (Watson et al., 2013) was rated as poor, with 
particularly low quality ratings for selection of participants, and was therefore 
excluded. Across studies, quality of reporting and clarity of selection of participants 






Table 4   
Study characteristics of eligible papers  
Study (year) 
Country [#] 







Outcome Measures Significant findings in relation to Hope 








research assistant at 
a centre for 
mentally and 
physically disabled 




N=199 mothers of infants 
with developmental 
disabilities in an early 
intervention programme 
(N=95) or respite (N=104) 
recruited from  the centre 
 
THS, Parenting Stress Index – 
Short Form, Affect Scale, 
Coping Scale, Sense of 
Coherence Scale (SOC), Family 
Adaptability and Cohesion 
Evaluation 
 
 There was no difference in level of hope between 
early intervention and respite groups. 
 There was no difference in hope between mothers of 
children with Down syndrome compared to other types 
of ID. 
 Hope predicted positive affect but not negative 
affect.  






posted to family  
Correlation,   
t-test 
N=108 mothers of children 
with FXS, enrolled in a 
longitudinal study of 
family adaptation to FXS  
SHS, Parenting Stress Index, 
State Anxiety Scale, Beck 
Depression  
Inventory-II, Quality of Life 
Inventory, Trait Anger, 
Expression Inventory-2, Life 
Orientation Test-Revised, 
Child Behavior Checklist, 
Vineland Adaptive  
Behavior Scales 
 Hope data was negatively skewed (mothers 
expressed higher levels of hope)   
 Hope was correlated positively with optimism and 
quality of life. 
 Hope correlated negatively with stress, depression, 
anxiety and anger. 
 No difference found between mothers of children 
with gene permutation FXS and mothers of children 
with full mutation FXS. 
 Hope was not associated with child adaptive 
behaviour or behaviour problems. 
 















Outcome Measures Significant findings in relation to Hope 
      










N=69 (N=59 data 
available) family members 
(parents, grandparents 
and siblings) referred to 
family support service for 
children with a disability 
whose placement is at 
risk, recruited through 
support workers 
SHS, The Happiness Measures   Hope in primary carers increased significantly from 
pre-intervention to post-intervention. 
 Hope at six months in primary carers post-
intervention continued to increase but did not meet 
adjusted significance level. 
 Pre-intervention hope was positively associated with 
pre-intervention happiness in all caregivers*. 
 Post-intervention hope was positively associated 
with post-intervention happiness in primary caregivers. 
 






research assistant at 
a centre for 
mentally and 
physically disabled 





N=111 mothers of children 
with developmental delay 
and disabilities (Down 
syndrome N=83, 
developmental delay 
N=21, other syndromes 
N=7) recruited from the 
centre 
THS, Sense of Coherence 
Scale, The Family Adaptability 
and Cohesion Evaluation 
Scale, Coping Scale 
  
 Hope was positively associated with sense of 
coherence, family cohesion and coping.  
 Sense of coherence and coping strategies directly 
predicted hope (mothers with high levels of sense of 
coherence and high coping strategies, felt more 
hopeful). 
 The effect of cohesion on hope was mediated by 
sense of coherence. The effect of adaptability on hope 
was mediated by coping.  
SHS State Hope Scale, THS Trait Hope Scale, SOC Sense of coherence, *data provided by study author, subsequent analysis conducted for this study (data on 
other measures used in the study not provided: Family Empowerment Scale, Parent-Child Relationship Inventory, Child Abuse Potential Inventory, McMaster 
















Outcome Measures Significant findings in relation to Hope 
      













N=71 parents (N=53 
mothers, N=18 fathers) of 
children with ASD 
recruited from University 
of Texas Autism Project via 
email (Listserv) 
THS, Vicarious Futurity Scale, 
Parenting Stress Index-Short 
Form, Center for 
Epidemiologic Studies 
Depression Scale, The 
Satisfaction With Life Scale, 
Gilliam Autism Rating Scale 
2nd Edition 
 There was no significant difference between levels 
of agency and pathways between mothers and fathers.  
 Maternal agency was positively correlated with 
vicarious hope and life satisfaction. 
 Maternal agency was negatively correlated with 
depression and autism symptom severity. 
 Maternal pathways was positively correlated with 
vicarious hope. 
 Maternal pathways was negatively correlated with 
depression. 
 Paternal agency was positively correlated with life 
satisfaction. 
 Paternal agency was negatively correlated with 
depression and parenting stress.  
 Paternal pathways was positively correlated with life 
satisfaction and autism symptom severity. 
 Paternal pathways was negatively correlated with 
depression and parenting stress. 
 Parental agency predicted life satisfaction and 
depressive symptoms. 
 













Outcome Measures Significant findings in relation to Hope 







given at clinic 
appointments and 





N=111 mothers of children 
with cerebral palsy (N=32), 
spina-bifida (N=33), or 
insulin dependent children 
(N=46) contacted at 
scheduled clinic 
appointment  
THS, Parents of Children with 
Disabilities Inventory, Brief 
Symptoms Inventory, Social 
Support Questionnaire-6, 
Parents of Children with 
Disabilities Inventory  
 
 Hope was not normally distributed. 
 Hope correlated positively with social support 
satisfaction. 
 Hope correlated negatively with maternal distress 
and disability-related stress. 
 Mothers of children with diabetes reported higher 
levels of hope compared to mothers of children with 
spina-bifida group. 
 Hope predicted distress and moderated the role of 
disability-related stress (for a high level of stress, high 
hope mothers reported less distress than low hope 
mothers). 
 












Outcome Measures Significant findings in relation to Hope 
      
Lloyd & 
Hasting 
(2009), UK [7] 
Cross-sectional, 
questionnaires sent 






N=196 parents (N=138 
mothers, N=58 fathers) of 
children with ID (autism 
N=56, Down syndrome N= 
26, cerebral palsy N= 16, 
N=40 unspecified/mixed 
aetiology), recruited 
through schools for 
children with ID in Wales 
and England 
THS, Parent and Family 
Problems scale of the 
Questionnaire on Resources 
and Stress Friedrich Short 
Form, Hospital Anxiety and 
Depression Scale, Positive 
Affect scale of the Positive 
and Negative Affect Schedule, 
Reiss Scales for Children’s 
Dual Diagnosis 
 
 Maternal agency was positively correlated with 
pathways, positive affect and maternal education. 
 Maternal agency was negatively correlated with 
anxiety, depression, stress and challenging behaviour 
problems. 
 Maternal pathways was positively correlated with 
positive affect. 
 Maternal pathways was negatively correlated with 
anxiety, depression, stress and challenging behaviour 
problems. 
 Paternal agency was positively correlated with 
pathways, employment status and positive affect. 
 Paternal agency was negatively correlated with 
anxiety, depression. 
 Paternal pathways was positively correlated with 
positive affect. 
 Paternal pathways was negatively correlated with 
paternal age, child age, anxiety and depression. 
 Agency was a positive predictor of maternal and 
paternal positive affect, and a negative predictor of 
maternal depression and paternal anxiety and 
depression. 
 Pathways was a negative predictor of maternal 
depression. 
 Significant interaction – maternal depression was 
highest when both hope agency and hope pathways 
were low. 














Outcome Measures Significant findings in relation to Hope 
      















N=259 mothers of children 
with an ASD (N=130 
autism, N=32 Asperger’s 
syndrome 
N=37 PDD-NOS) or N=60 
Down syndrome, recruited 
via notices on syndrome 
specific websites 
SHS, The Penn State Worry 
Questionnaire, The Maternal 
Worry Scale for children with 




 Hope was correlated positively with family income, 
maternal education, and maternal age. 
 Hope was correlated negatively with level of ASD 
impairment, parent rating of impairment, worry and 
future worry. 
 Hope varied by diagnosis (mothers of children with 
autism reported significantly lower hope than those of 
children with Down syndrome). 
 Dispositional worry was predicted by children who 
had a higher level of impairment and lower levels of 
hope. 
 Hope was predicted by diagnosis, level of ASD 
impairment and maternal education. (Hope was lower 
for those with less education and whose child was 
diagnosed with autism or had a more severe 
impairment.) 
 










N=546 caregivers (N=406 
biological mothers, N=22 
biological fathers, N=18 
other caregivers) of 
children with Down 
syndrome recruited 
through local and national 
support groups and 
Kennedy Krieger Institute 
patient list  
THS, Trait ‘Hope for the child 
scale’, Parental Perceived 
Uncertainty Scale, Adaptation 
– 20 item scale 
 
 Trait hope (for self) was highly positively correlated 
with trait hope for the child and negatively correlated 
with uncertainty. 
 There was no significant difference between the 
mean agency and pathways for trait hope (for self); 
however, mean agency was higher than mean pathways 
for hope for child scale. 
 Hope (for self) positively correlated with adaptation, 
predicted adaptation, but did not moderate the 
relationship between uncertainty and adaptation. 












Outcome Measures Significant findings in relation to Hope 
      










T-test N=85 parents (N=61 
mothers, N=24 fathers) of 
children with ASD (N=68) 
or foetal alcohol spectrum 
disorder (FASD, N=27), 
recruited from a larger 
study via disability support 
organisations in Ontario, 
Canada, by respondent 
sampling 
 
THS, Questionnaire on 
Resources and Stress 
Friedrich’s Short Form 
 
 There were no differences in hope between parents 
of children with ASD and FASD for agency, pathways or 
total hope.  
 








completed at home 





N=101 mothers of children 
with full-mutation FXS 
recruited through existing 
studies at University of 
Carolina-Chapel Hill, the 
FXS participant research 
registry and posted 
notices on FXS Listserv and 
family support groups  
 
THS, The Quality of Life 
Inventory, Parental Stress 
Index–short form, Structured 
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-
NP, Family Support Scale, 
Personal Assessment of 
Intimate Relationships 
Inventory: Emotional Intimacy 
Subscale, Fewell Religion 
Scale-adapted, WASI, Mullen 
Scales of Early Learning, Leiter 
International Performance 
Scales-Revised, Child Behavior 
Checklist, Childhood Autism 
Rating Scale 
 Hope was positively correlated with quality of life.  
 Hope was negatively correlated with past depression 
and maternal education. 
 Hope predicted quality of life. 
 








Table 5  




(max = 3) 
Selection of 
participants 
(max = 15) 
Assessment 
(max = 3) 
Confounding 
variables  
(max = 3) 
Statistical 
analysis 
(max = 3) 
Quality of 
reporting 
(max = 6) 
Percentage and 
quality category 
(good, fair, poor)* 
         
Al-Yagon & Margalit (2009) [1] 3 7 1 2 2 4 58% (fair) 
Bailey et al. (2008) [2] 2 9 3 1 3 1 58% (fair) 
Baldry et al. (2005) [3] 3 9 3 1 2 4 67% (fair) 
Einav et al. (2012) [4] 3 7 1 1 3 4 58% (fair) 
Faso et al. (2013) [5] 3 10 3 1 3 3 70% (fair) 
Horton & Wallander (2001) [6] 3 12 3 3 2 4 87% (good) 
Lloyd & Hasting (2009) [7] 3 11 3 3 2 5 81% (good) 
Ogston et al. (2011) [8] 3 10 3 3 3 3 76% (good) 
Truitt et al. (2012) [9] 3 11 2 3 1 3 70% (fair) 
Watson et al. (2013) [10] 2 3 3 1 1 2 36% (poor) 
Wheeler et al. (2008) [11] 3 7 2 3 3 2 61% (fair) 
        
 *Good (≥ 75%), fair (74-50%), poor (≤ 50%)
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3.4 Synthesis of results 
Hope in parents of children with a disability is an emerging area of research, with a 
limited literature base. All studies considered within final selection aimed to 
examine relationships between hope and other variables, while acknowledging the 
scarcity of current literature on this topic. For brevity, studies are referred to by 




Ten studies reported mean parental age, ranging from 34.9–47.81 years, but 
reporting of other demographic variables was mixed. Maternal age correlated 
positively with hope [8], whereas paternal age correlated negatively with pathways 
[7]. Six studies reported ethnicity, with a predominance of white ethnicity (range 
77–94%) [2; 5; 6; 8; 9; 11], no relationship between ethnicity and hope was 
investigated.  
 
Six studies reported financial earnings, with five studies showing a predominance of 
middle to high socio-economic status families [2; 5; 6; 8; 9; 11]. Agency was 
associated with paternal employment status [7] and hope was positively correlated 
with family income [8].  Two studies were conducted in Israel [1; 4] while the 
remainder were investigated in countries with a “western” culture (UK, USA, 
Canada and Australia). 
 
Parental education was reported by eight studies, showing a bias towards parents 
educated to college or graduate degree level [1; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11]. Maternal 
education was positively correlated with agency [7] and hope [8]. In contrast, one 
study reported that maternal education was negatively correlated with hope [11]. 
This study [11] also reported that maternal education was negatively correlated 
with maternal IQ. Limited quality of reporting data on maternal education made 




Five studies reported marital status, with most participants being married (range 
59–89%) [6; 7; 8; 9; 11]. Only one study investigated the relationship of marital 
status to hope, finding that maternal marital status was not associated with agency 
or pathways [7]. 
 
Most participants were mothers (N=1601). Four studies included fathers or other 
caregivers [3; 5; 7; 9]. Only two studies analysed parental data separately [5; 7]. 
There was no difference between the level of hope of mothers and fathers [5].  
 
 
3.4.2 Sampling  
Sample size varied from N=69-546. The representativeness of the samples to the 
population was rated as adequately or poorly addressed. Participants self-selected 
to take part in six studies [5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11]. One study reported that participants 
were enrolled in a larger longitudinal study but did not provide details of how they 
were initially recruited [2]. 
 
Three studies used clinical samples. One study used support workers to recruit 
caregivers who were receiving a family support service and whose child was at risk 
of losing their home placement in New South Wales [3]. Two studies were 
conducted at the Shalva Centre in Jerusalem for “mentally and physically disabled 
children”; however, limited information was given as to how participants were 
recruited for these studies [1; 4].  
 
Across studies, quality of reporting limited clarity of sampling methodology. Studies 
recruited caregivers through medical clinics [6], online sites [5; 8], schools [7], 
support groups [9], an intervention and respite centre [1; 4] and those who were in 
larger existing studies [2; 11]. Two studies acknowledged the use of a convenience 
sample [5; 6]. In all studies, participant selection and recruitment procedures 




Studies varied in the detail provided about the number of participants who were 
approached, who declined participation and who dropped out. In three studies this 
was due to recruitment methodology, using email lists or support groups, where 
numbers invited to take part may be incalculable [5; 8; 9]. Two studies provided 
information on those who dropped out reporting gender data, (24% mothers and 
17% fathers dropped out [7]), and reason for non-participation (lack of time or 
energy [6]). From the quality of information provided by studies, it is hard to 
establish attrition bias. 
 
3.4.3 Measurement of hope 
Hope measurement was inconsistent across studies (see Table 6). Seven studies 
used the THS and three studies used the SHS [2; 3; 7]. Only one study provided 
rationale on choice of state versus trait measure [3]; because hope was measured 
at more than one time point, the SHS was used. Those studies that used the THS 
varied in use of a four-, six- or eight-point Likert scale. Two studies used a Hebrew 
adaptation of the THS [1; 4]. Two studies did not report descriptive statistics for 
hope [6; 7]. Three studies reported mean values for item scores rather than mean 
for total scale score [1; 4; 9]. Two studies analysed the components of agency and 
pathways separately [5; 7].  
 
One study created a more specific parental hope measure: Hope for the Child [9]. It 
was positively correlated with the THS.  No significant difference was identified 
between the mean agency and pathways for trait hope (for self); however, mean 
agency was higher than mean pathways for Hope for Child Scale [9] 
 
3.4.4 Hope presentation in parents and caregivers  
Poor quality of reporting descriptive statistics limited ability to draw comparisons 
between studies and to synthesise results across studies. A median value for each 
scale used by studies was therefore calculated (see Table 6). The median point for 
one item was calculated for each study’s scale, which was multiplied by the number 
of items in that scale. For the eight studies which provided data, mean hope was 
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higher than the median value for that scale. This suggests that hope was present in 




Table 6   
Measurement of hope 
Study Population Description of measure used Mean (SD) range Median scale value 
     
Al-Yagon & Margalit 
(2009) [1] 
Mothers of children with 
developmental disorders 
THS (Hebrew adaptation): six statements rated 
from 1 (none of the time) to 6 (all of the time).  
Early Intervention group = 4.07 (0.68) * 
Respite Care group = 4.25 (0.99) * 
3.5 (1–6) 
 
     
Einav et al. (2012) [4] Mothers of infants with 
development delay or disability 
THS (Hebrew adaptation): six statements rated 
from 1 (never) to 6 (always). 
4.11 (0.75) * 3.5 (1–6) 
 
     
Faso et al. (2013) [5] 
 
Parents of children with ASD THS: twelve statements rated from 1 (definitely 
false) to 4 (definitely true). Agency and pathways 
separated in analysis.  
Agency: Both parents = 25.5 (7.8)  
Mothers =  25.6 (4.0) Fathers =  25.1( 5.3)  
Pathways: Both parents = 26.9 (3.9)  
Mothers = 26.9 (3.6) Fathers = 26.6 (4.9)  
20 (4–32) 
     
Horton & Wallander 
(2001) [6] 
Mother of children with chronic 
physical conditions 
THS: twelve statements rated from 1 (definitely 
false) to 4 (definitely true). 
Descriptive statistics not reported. Results described as not normally 
distributed.  
     
Lloyd & Hasting (2009) 
[7] 
Parents of children with ID THS: twelve statements rated from 1 (definitely 
false) to 4 (definitely true). 
Descriptive statistics not reported. Results ‘likely to be reasonably normally 
distributed’. Agency and pathways separated in analysis.  
 
    
Truitt et al. (2012) [9] 
 
Caregivers of children with Down 
syndrome  
THS (for self) and Trait hope for the child both: 
twelve statements rated from 1 (definitely false) 
to 8 (definitely true).  
Hope for self = 6.63 (0.875) 2.88–8.0†  
Hope for child = 6.64 (0.900) 3-8† 
4.5 (1–8) 
 
    
Wheeler et al. (2008) 
[10] 
Mothers of children with FXS THS: details not given but from descriptive 
statistics likely to be twelve statements from 1 
(definitely false) to 8 (definitely true). 
48.7 (9.23) 13–62 36 (8–64) 
     
Bailey et al. (2008) [2] Mothers of children with FXS SHS: six statements rated from 1 (definitely false) 
to 8 (definitely true). 
35.5 (8.1) 8–46 27 (8–48) 
     
Baldry et al. (2005) [3] Parents, grandparents and 
siblings of children with a 
disability whose placement is at 
risk 
SHS: details not given but from data available 
likely to be with six statements rated from 1 
(definitely false) to 8 (definitely true). 
Pre-intervention = 30.9 (7.46) 13–46 
Post-intervention = 34.1 (7.06) 17–48 
27 (8–48) 
     
Ogston et al. (2011) 
[8] 
 
Mothers of children with an ASD 
or Down syndrome 
SHS: six statements rated from 1 (definitely false) 
to 8 (definitely true). 
Autism = 30.8 
Asperger’s syndrome = 33.0 
PDD-NOS = 32.8 
Down syndrome = 37.0 
27(8–48) 
     
*Item mean, SHS State Hope Scale, THS Trait Hope Scale, FXS Fragile X syndrome, ASD Autism Spectrum Disorder
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3.4.5 Hope and child diagnosis 
Two studies investigated children with FXS [2; 11], five included children with Down 
syndrome [1; 4; 7; 8; 9] and three included children with an ASD [5; 7; 8]. One study 
found that agency and pathways were not correlated with ASD or Down syndrome 
diagnosis [7]. However two studies found that maternal hope [8], maternal agency 
and paternal pathways [5] were negatively correlated with severity of autism 
symptoms and impairments. Both [7] and [8] had a quality rating of good. However 
[8] sampled a larger number of participants and separated ASD into different 
diagnoses, e.g. autism and Asperger syndrome.  
 
Four studies tested differences between diagnosis groups [1; 2; 6; 8]. There was no 
significant difference in reported hope between mothers of children with Down 
syndrome versus intellectual disabilities with other aetiologies [1], or between 
mothers of children with permutation FXS versus full mutation FXS [2]. Mothers of 
children with autism had lower hope than mothers of children with Down 
syndrome [8]. In this study diagnosis independently predicted hope, explaining 8% 
of the variance. Parents of children with diabetes reported significantly more hope 
than parents of children with spina-bifida [6].  
 
There was no difference between level of hope reported by mothers in early 
intervention (mean child age = 23.48 months) versus respite care (mean child age = 
189.04 months, [1]). Data from the intervention study showed that hope 
significantly increased following intervention and continued to increase at six 
months post-intervention [4].  
 
3.4.6 Hope and psychological variables 
Hope was related to 16 positive and negative psychological variables measured in 
parents and caregivers. There was consistency across studies in the relationship 
between hope and adaptive variables, as well as between hope and less adaptive 
variables. Relationships were investigated through correlation analysis, regression 
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analysis and structural equation modelling. No power calculations were reported in 
any study. Quality of reporting and lack of effect sizes limited interpretation of the 
strength of results. Four studies did not report the relationship of hope with all 
psychological variables measured because it was not their primary research focus 
[1; 3; 9; 11]. Agency was significantly associated with more parental variables than 
pathways.  
 
3.4.6.1 Hope and adaptive variables 
Hope was consistently positively associated with other adaptive variables. Hope 
positively correlated with better quality of life and higher optimism in mothers of 
children with FXS [2; 11] and independently predicted their quality of life [11]. Hope 
also positively correlated with sense of coherence, use of coping strategies, greater 
family cohesion in mothers of children with developmental delay [4] and social 
support satisfaction in mothers of children with chronic health conditions [6]. Hope 
correlated positively with both family adaptability [4], and personal adaptability, 
with hope independently predicting the latter [9]. Hope positively correlated with 
both pre- and post-intervention levels of happiness [3]. Agency positively correlated 
with, and predicted, higher life satisfaction in mothers and fathers of children with 
ASD [5]. Hope predicted positive affect [1] and both agency and pathways positively 
correlated with positive affect in mothers and fathers of children with an ID [7]. The 
Trait Hope Scale correlated positively with two other measures of hope; the 
Vicarious Futurity Scale (“hope and despair a parent feels for the future of their 
child” [5]) and the Hope for the Child Scale [9]. 
 
 
3.4.6.2 Hope and less adaptive variables 
Hope was consistently negatively associated with less adaptive variables. Hope 
negatively correlated with anxiety for mothers of children with FXS [2], as did 
agency and pathways in mothers and fathers of children with an ID [7]. The latter 
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study found that lower paternal agency predicted anxiety. Hope was also an 
independent predictor of dispositional worry, explaining 15% of the variance [8].  
Hope negatively correlated with depression for mothers of children with FXS [2; 
11]. Agency and pathways also negatively correlated with depression for mothers 
and fathers of children with ASD and children with an ID [5; 7]. Agency also 
predicted depressive symptoms in parents of children with ASD [5]. One study 
specifically found that maternal agency and pathways predicted depression [7]. 
However, pathways thinking only had an effect on maternal depression when the 
level of agency was low. Paternal agency also predicted depression [7]. Hope 
negatively correlated with anger for mothers of children with FXS [2].  
 
Hope negatively correlated with stress in mothers of children with FXS [2], and in 
mothers of children with chronic physical health conditions [6]. Hope independently 
accounted for 4% of the variance in distress of mothers of children with chronic 
health conditions; more specifically, hope had a buffering role when stress was high 
[6]. The two studies analysed maternal and paternal data separately presented 
inconsistent findings on hope, parental gender and stress. One study found higher 
agency and pathways were associated with lower stress for mothers of children 
with ID (including Down syndrome and ASD) but not fathers [7]. Conversely, 
another study found that this association was true for fathers but not mothers of 
children with ASD [5]. This inconsistency could be reflective of the difference in 
methodology quality; one study [7] was rated as good and recruited a larger 
number of fathers in their sample compared with study [5] which was rated as fair. 
Child diagnosis varied between samples which may also have affected results.  
 
3.4.7 Predictors of hope 
Two studies focused specifically on hope [4; 8]. One study used structural equation 
modelling and found that sense of coherence and coping strategies predicted 
maternal hope [4]. Mothers with a high sense of coherence and greater coping 
strategies felt more hopeful. The second study used regression analysis and showed 
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that diagnosis, level of autism impairment and maternal education were 
independent predictors of hope [8]. Mothers’ hope was lower for those with less 
education and who had children with autism or more severe impairment.  
 
3.4.8 Child data 
Eight studies reported mean child age. Two studies investigated “early intervention 
groups” with means of 1.96 years and 1.4 years [1; 4], six studies had a mean age 
within the primary school age ranging from 6–10.7 years [2; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11] and one 
study additionally investigated an older population with a mean of 15.75 years [1]. 
One study found that child age was not correlated to maternal hope [8] while 
another study found that child age negatively correlated with pathways in fathers 
[7]. Both these studies were rated as good quality. 
 
Seven studies reported child gender [1; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11], five of which had a higher 
proportion of males [4; 7; 8; 9; 11].Hope was not significantly related to child 
gender for mothers of children with ID [7].  
 
Hope was significantly associated with better child outcomes. Agency and pathways 
correlated negatively with reported child behaviour problems in mothers but not in 
fathers of children with an ID [7]. Agency correlated negatively with reported 
autism symptom severity for mothers, but in fathers higher pathways correlated 
with lower symptom severity [5]. This, again, suggests that parents differ in their 
cognitive appraisals. However, interpretation is limited by the quality of studies.  




This review aimed to describe hope in parents of children with a disability and to 
synthesise findings in relation to psychological variables. Studies reported that hope 
was present in parents, and that it was significantly related to a range of 
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demographic and psychological variables in this population. Although seldom the 
focus of studies, hope presented as a potential resilience factor for parents. Studies 
demonstrated consistently that hope had adaptive relationships, with psychological 
variables; this is consistent with the presentation of hope in the general adult 
population (Shorey et al., 2007; Snyder et al., 1991). As with adults, hope was 
associated with better positive psychological variables such as coping (Snyder, 
2000; 2002) and lower negative psychological variables such as depression (Chang, 
2003; Chang & DeSimone, 2001). These findings are consistent with Snyder’s 
model. Parents who were more hopeful, in that they appraised they could engage 
in goal-direction action and could identify a range of strategies to meet challenges, 
reported better outcomes for both themselves and their child.  
 
Faso et al. (2013) reported no significant difference between the levels of hope in 
mothers and fathers. However, there were clear differences in findings across 
studies between maternal and paternal hope and their relationships demographic 
and psychological variables. Faso et al. (2013) found that hope in mothers and 
fathers had the same relationship with life satisfaction and depression but an 
opposite relationship with ASD symptom severity. In mothers increasing hope 
agency was associated with lower levels of ASD symptoms, compared to father 
were increasing hope pathways was associated with increasing level of ASD 
symptoms. Similarly, Lloyd and Hasting (2009) found hope, in mothers and fathers, 
had the same relationship with positive affect, anxiety and depression. However 
there was a range of variables which only correlated with mothers: level of 
education, stress, level of child challenging behaviour, and a range of variables 
which only correlated with fathers: employment status, parental age and child age. 
 
Higher hope was also associated with better child outcomes, similar to findings with 
parents of children with externalising behaviour problems (Kashdan et al., 2002). 
This might highlight that, not only do parents with higher levels of hope think that 
they can engage in action and generate pathways but also are active in doing so; 
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this is consistent with previous research (Snyder, 2002). Most studies investigated 
caregivers of children with an intellectual or developmental disability. It may have 
been that the search terms used did not identify papers focused on children solely 
with a physical disability. More specific health or diagnosis search terms may be 
needed to generate a larger pool of published studies.  
 
There was some evidence that caring for a child with an ASD was associated with 
and predicted lower levels of hope. Previous research has highlighted that children 
with ASD often develop early mental health difficulties (Brereton, Tonge, & Einfeld, 
2006) which endure over time (Sabaratnam, Murthy, Wijeratne, Buckingham, & 
Payne, 2003). Children with ASD are also frequently rated as having more behaviour 
problems than children with an intellectual disability (Kasari & Sigman, 1997). The 
mechanism by which caring for a child with ASD affects parental hope, is unclear. 
 
4.1 Limitations of synthesis 
There is a paucity of evidence within the literature focusing specifically on hope in 
parents or caregivers of children with disabilities. This limited the number of studies 
eligible to meet the inclusion criteria for the review. The methodological quality of 
the papers identified affected the robustness of the synthesis, with only three 
studies rated as good quality. Due to the quality of reporting, clarity of recruitment 
methods and the self-selected nature of participants, the extent to which the 
evidence can be interpreted or generalised is limited. Recruitment methodologies 
may have meant that some studies were susceptible to self-selection bias, 
potentially recruiting parents experiencing more difficulties (Hamlyn-Wright et al., 
2007). Poor quality of reporting meant that attrition bias was not calculable, with 
only two studies providing information on attrition rates. Therefore, it is not clear 
whether these results would be consistent across more diverse population.  
 
Lack of comparison or control groups between children with different diagnoses in 
studies limits the extent to which findings can be considered generalisable across 
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populations with other disabilities. Also, any differences in the presentation of hope 
in parents who have a child with a disability compared to parents of typically 
developing children were not investigated. Participants were typically white, well-
educated, married women from middle to high socio-economic backgrounds, 
supporting male primary school aged children, living in countries with a ‘western’ 
culture. Generalisability to populations outside these biases is therefore, 
inadvisable. Participant characteristics limit understanding of the presentation of 
hope in a less affluent or less educated population, who may also be less likely to 
take part in research. Use of different Likert scales and descriptive statistics 
reduced ability to compare findings across studies, and lack of effect sizes or power 
calculations limited understanding of the strength of evidence presented.  
 
4.2 Limitations of the review  
This review focused on the model of hope proposed by Snyder (Snyder, 2002; 
Snyder et al., 1991) to investigate one area within the literature on resilience 
factors specifically, hope. This focus generated an adequate number of papers to 
review, with only five papers using other models of hope. One limitation of the 
Snyder model is that it views hope as individualist and misses potential relational 
aspects of hope (Du & King, 2013). This view was highlighted by one study that 
choose to adapt the Trait Hope Scale to focus on the relationship between parent 
and child (Truitt et al., 2012). Faso et al., (2013) used the Vicarious Futurity Scale, 
designed to measure the vicarious hope and despair one individual has for another, 
in this case a parent for a child. However Faso et al., (2013) highlighted that this 
construct differentiated from trait hope, within Snyder’s theory, by being 
dependant on a parent’s feelings towards their child.  
 
Sources of potential bias included language bias, country of origin (biased to 
“western” culture, other cultural settings may report differences in the 
manifestation of hope), use of specific databases, researcher bias (as final inclusion 
articles were selected by the author), and study quality bias (as most data was from 
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cross-sectional studies, with limited longitudinal data available). Due to resource 
constraints, studies not published in English were excluded. Most studies used an 
observational cross-section design which provides weaker evidence to ascertain 
causality and is more susceptible to selection bias, confounding, and potential 
reporting biases (Higgins & Green, 2008).  
 
The tool used to assess methodological quality was adapted for this review from 
SIGN guidance (2008). SIGN was chosen as an established method to critically 
appraise evidence. However, bias may have been introduced into study appraisal, 
as the adapted tool had not been previously trialled. Although a total percentage 
was calculated to demonstrate relative strength, individual criteria had varying 
degrees of importance when assessing quality, e.g. selection of participants. 
Nevertheless, the tool provided a reflection of the quality of studies and was 
considered to adequately address areas relevant to the literature, e.g. use of 
validated measures. 
 
The TSH and SHS are both positively scored measures, which may lead respondents 
to acquiescencent bias when completing items (Lloyd & Hastings, 2009). It may also 
explain why, in all studies, mean hope scored above the median value for that 
scale. However, the directionality and the degree of consistency from the evidence 
available, as well as the consistency of results with previous research, would 
suggest that the findings are a basis for future clinical practice and research. 
 
4.3 Clinical implications 
This review supports the identification of hope as a resilience factor in parents of 
children with a disability, given that it is associated with more adaptive 
psychological variables. In the context of previous literature, it is important to 
convey to professionals that hope is likely to be an adaptive resource in this 
population (Kearney & Griffin, 2001), consistent with the theoretical framework of 




Studies demonstrated that having a child with a disability does not inevitably mean 
lower hope, albeit that comparison groups with typically developing children were 
not used within studies. Consideration should be given towards factors that 
maintain and increase hope. This applies particularly to those that increase a 
parent’s belief that a goal can be accomplished or the ‘agency’ component of hope, 
as this cognition showed the strongest associations with psychological variables. 
Studies identified that mothers and fathers report differences in relationships 
between hope and psychological variables. This could be considered when working 
with parents.  
 
Hope could be used as an outcome measure to evaluate clinical intervention, 
similar to Baldry et al. (2005). Hope could be incorporated in assessments to 
identify ‘at risk’ parents, e.g. caring for children with autism (Ogston et al., 2011), to 
focus on psychological resources of parents when delivering preventative 
interventions, and to tailor intervention goals, consistent with government policy 
(Lloyd & Hasting, 2009; The Scottish Government 2012; 2013).   
 
4.4 Research implications  
This review highlighted inconsistency in the measurement of hope in the literature. 
One possible reason for this is the different Likert scoring reported in Snyder et al. 
(1991) and Snyder et al. (1996). Future research could address this by using the 
scales and scoring detailed in the latter paper, using an eight-point Likert scale. 
Although the THS was used by most studies, the associations of hope with parental 
age and child age may highlight a developmental perspective of the child-parental 
relationship to the expression of hope. Adaptation among parents to children’s 
changing needs is considered reciprocal and dynamic (Hauser-Cram et al., 2001). 
Therefore, the SHS might more reliably measure the expression of hope relative to 




Truitt et al. (2012) adapted the THS to assess parental hope more reliably. Further 
validation of this measure would allow for increased understanding of the parent-
child relationship, similar to other parental resilience cognitions, e.g. parental locus 
of control (Campis, Lyman & Prentice-Dunn, 1986).  
 
Only two studies analysed agency and pathways separately, although it is 
established that the two components are distinct cognitions that can vary within an 
individual (Babyak et al., 1993; Snyder et al., 1991). The necessity of both 
components and their independence was supported by confirmatory factor analysis 
(Babyak, Snyder & Yoshinobu, 1993). Future research might investigate how 
psychological variables are related to both agency and pathways components as 
well as total hope. It may, therefore, aim to improve the quality of reporting hope 
data specifically including descriptive statistics for total and component hope scales 
and effect sizes.  
 
There was an inconsistency in results between two studies, regarding the 
relationship between hope, stress and parental gender. Both studies (Faso et al, 
2013; Lloyd & Hasting, 2009) were limited in their recruitment of fathers, reporting 
of recruitment methodology and the self-selecting nature of participants. 
Therefore, the relationship between these variables remains unclear and needs 
further investigation. Studies showed a clear difference between mothers and 
fathers and their relationships with hope. It would, therefore, be helpful to 
separate parents by gender in analysis. One study highlighted that mothers tended 
to be primary caregivers (Horton & Wallander, 2001), and another classified 
parents for analysis as primary or secondary carers for analysis (Baldry et al., 2005). 
Recognition of whether parents are primary or secondary caregivers could be a 
focus for future research to better understand the difference between study 




This review highlights gaps in the current research including data from parents of 
female children, comparison of parental hope between parents of typically 
developing children and children with a disability, and longitudinal data. Fathers or 
other caregivers were underrepresented in studies. Future research could include 
under-represented populations to aid generalisability of results and clarify the 
importance of care-giving roles, potentially using alternative methods of 
recruitment and participant selection.  The cross-sectional design of studies limited 
understanding of causal links, such as whether hope is a cause or consequence of 
poorer psychological outcomes for parents. Prospective, long-term studies could 
examine causal associations more reliably.  
 
Previous research into the relationship between hope and mental health variables, 
e.g. anxiety, led to the trial of hope-based interventions in the general adult 
population (Chearvers et al., 2006; Feldman & Dreher, 2012). Balfry et al. (2005) 
demonstrated that hope increased with intervention. Future research could include 
hope as an evaluation outcome or work towards hope-based interventions for this 
population.  
 
5. Conclusions  
Although parents of children with disabilities are more likely to experience distress, 
studies consistently showed the presence of hope in parents. The relationship 
between hope in parents of children with disabilities and psychological variables 
was consistent with findings in the general adult population. Results showed that 
hope was positively associated with adaptive variables, e.g. quality of life, and 
negatively associated with less adaptive variables, e.g. stress. Findings were limited 
by biases in the selection of participants, recruitment methods and poor quality of 
reporting. It is, therefore, suggested that there is a need to build on these initial 
findings, with further research required to understand the unique contributions of 
hope agency and pathways, as well as consistent measurement of hope, to develop 
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an evidence base to inform effective interventions and their evaluation in clinical 
practice. 
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Chapter 2: Empirical Paper 
 
This chapter contains a journal article investigating hope and locus of control in 
mothers of children with an intellectual disability and challenging behaviour.  It is 
formatted for submission to the ‘Journal of Intellectual Disability Research’ 


















Aims and Hypotheses  
 
The current study aimed to describe the levels of, and associations between, 
parental hope, parental locus of control, parental knowledge of behaviour 
principles and level of child challenging behaviours reported by parents of children 
with an intellectual disability, through online recruitment. The study sought to 
explore parental hope specifically in relation to the aforementioned constructs.  
 
It was hypothesised that: 
 There would be an association between lower levels of reported challenging 
behaviour in children, higher parental hope, a more internal parental locus 
of control and greater knowledge of behavioural principles.  
 Parental hope would be predicted by lower levels of reported behavioural 
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Background   
Resilience factors are increasingly researched in the literature regarding parents of 
children with an intellectual disability (ID). Hope and parental locus of control are 
two such resilience factors. Hope is the perceived ability to achieve goals through 
two cognitive components, agency and pathways. Parental locus of control is a 
parent’s perceived influence and control in the parent-child relationship. 
Knowledge of behavioural principles regarding challenging behaviour has been 
shown to affect the emotional reactions of school staff. It is unclear what level of 
knowledge of these principles exists in parents in the community and how 
knowledge affects resilience in parents or child behaviour. The purpose of this 
study was to explore relationships between two resilience factors, hope and locus 
of control, and their links with behavioural knowledge and challenging behaviour. 
 
Method  
An online cross-sectional survey was conducted with thirty-two mothers of children 
with an ID, using self-report measures: State Hope for the Child Scale (based on the 
State Hope Scale), Parental Locus of Control Scale (child control and parental 
control subscales), Behavior Problems Inventory for Individuals with Intellectual 
Disabilities – Short Form, and the Knowledge of Behavioural Principles 
Questionnaire (KBPQ), which was developed for this study.  
 
Results  
The majority of mothers were married/cohabiting (71.9%), living in areas of higher 
socio-economic status (70.3%), and caring for a child with a moderate or severe ID 
(78.2%). There was a higher incidence of children with autism spectrum disorder in 
this sample than population estimates for children with ID. Mothers reported 
feeling hopeful, although they experienced a range of challenging behaviours 
(mean 14.6 behaviours per child). Due to poor psychometric properties of the KBPQ, 
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data on mother’s knowledge of behavioural principles was not included in the 
analysis; however, some areas of strength and weakness in knowledge were 
evident. Correlational analysis showed that higher levels of resilience factors were 
associated with lower levels of self-injurious and aggressive/destructive behaviour. 
Stereotyped behaviour was not associated with resilience factors. In contrast to 
previous research, higher hope was associated with a more external locus of control 
for the child control subscale.  
 
Conclusions  
Results replicated previous findings that maternal hope and locus of control are 
resilience factors and may be resources that could be bolstered to promote 
adaptation to stressors. This study added to the literature on how maternal hope 
and locus of control inter-relate in this population. Generalisability of results was 
limited by sample size, population characteristics and by scales used. However, 
findings suggest that it would be beneficial to consider resilience factors when 
planning and evaluating interventions.  Implications for future research are 
discussed. 
 






Children with an intellectual disability (ID) have an increased risk of developing 
behavioural problems compared with typically developing children (e.g. Baker et al. 
2002, Tonge & Einfeld, 2000). Such challenging behaviours have been defined as: 
“Behaviour can be described as challenging when it is of such an intensity, 
frequency or duration as to threaten the quality of life and/or the physical safety of 
the individual or others and is likely to lead to responses that are restrictive, 
aversive or result in exclusion”  (RCP/BPS/RCSLT, 2007). Challenging behaviours 
include self-injury and aggression (Einfeld & Tonge, 1996; Pilling et al. 2007).  
 
Families of children with an ID and challenging behaviour are significantly more 
likely to access services than those without challenging behaviour (Floyd & 
Gallagher, 1997), with approximately two-thirds of referrals to specialist child ID 
services identified with diagnosis of ‘conduct disorders’ (Emerson & Hatton, 2007). 
Moreover, mothers of children with an ID experience significantly more stress than 
mothers of typically developing children, with this increased stress associated with 
the emotional and behavioural problems displayed by their child (Baker et al. 2002, 
Baker et al. 2003; Peters -Scheffer et al. 2012). 
 
 However, parental stress and problem behaviours are thought to exist in a bi-
directional relationship, where one exacerbates the other (Baker et al. 2003; 
Hastings et al. 2006; Lecavalier et al. 2006). Level of challenging behaviour is the 
most consistent predictor of parental wellbeing and stress (Abbeduto et al. 2004; 
Lloyd & Hastings, 2009a; Lecavalier et al. 2006) and was more important than 
adaptive behaviour or level of ID in predicting parental stress (Hastings et al. 2005). 
These findings highlight a need for services to identify means by which such 
behaviours could be moderated, in order to increase child and parental well-being. 
The links between family stressors, such as child challenging behaviour, resources 
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and coping have been summarised in family stress models within the ID literature. 
One such model frequently used is the Double ABCX model. 
 
Double ABCX model of Family Stress and Coping 
 
The ABCX family crisis model was proposed by Hill (1949, 1958). The stressful event 
(A), e.g. child behaviour, is met with the available family’s resources (B) viewed 
through how the family define the event (C) that produces the crisis (X). This model 
was deemed to be limited by its focus on pre-crisis variables and Lazarus and 
Folkman (1984) postulated that stress is dependent on the cognitive appraisals 
arising from the interaction of the individual with the environment. A stressor 
occurs, therefore, when the subjective appraisal of the situation is judged as 
threatening or beyond current resources.  
 
The ABCX model was extended by McCubbin and Patterson (1983), applying the 
theory developed by Lazarus and Folkman to families during stressful situations. 
Their Double ABCX model highlights the post-crisis effects of stressors, resources 
and interpretation of the stressful events over time. This model also included 
additional life stressors and strains (aA), psychological and social resources (bB), 
changes in the family’s perception of the stressor (cC) and a range of outcomes for 
family adaptation (xX). These multivariate components capture more 
comprehensively the complexities of families caring for a child with a disability, thus 
the Double ABCX model is frequently used within the ID literature (e.g. Thompson 
et al. 2013).   
 
The Double ABCX model postulates that families will access support services when 
the stressor, such as challenging behaviour, exceeds existing parental resources 
(Orr et al. 1991). According to the Double ABCX model, parents’ cognitive appraisals 
directly influence parental stress as well as mediate the interaction between child 
behaviour and stress (Mash & Johnston, 1990). More recently, research has focused 
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on the role of cognitive appraisals associated with resilience as part of the wider 
trend of positive psychology (Hastings & Taunt, 2002). Two such resilience 




Hope has been identified as a resilience factor in both mothers and fathers of 
children with an ID (Lloyd & Hastings, 2009b), and is associated with better 
maternal psychological outcomes (e.g. Bailey et al. 2008, Einav et al. 2012). Hope, 
as defined by Snyder (2002; Snyder et al. 1991), is the perceived ability to achieve 
goals through two cognitive components: ‘agency’, the resolve to motivate oneself 
to pursue goals and ‘pathways’ the ability to formulate routes to accomplish goals. 
The agency component appraises the belief that one can initiate and maintain 
actions to achieve goals, and the pathways component appraises the ability to 
generate plans to meet goals.   
 
Increased challenging behaviours have been associated with lower agency and 
lower pathways in mothers but not fathers (Lloyd & Hasting, 2009b). Parents of 
children displaying multiple challenging behaviours had significantly lower levels of 
hope than those displaying a single behaviour or no behaviours (Padencheri & 
Russell, 2002). Further understanding of the existing level of parental hope, as a 
potential parental resource in the Double ABCX model, could help tailor 
interventions to support parents.   
 
Parental Locus of Control  
 
LOC refers to cognitively appraising the degree to which individuals believe they can 
control the events that affect them (Lefcourt, 1979). Parental LOC is an adaptation 
of this concept focusing on a parent’s perceived efficacy and power in the parent-
child relationship (Campis et al. 1986). An internal parental LOC relates a parent’s 
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belief that they can influence their child’s behaviour and development, with their 
own parenting skills. This is in comparison to individuals with external parental LOC, 
who attribute their child’s difficulties to other causes, resulting in them being less 
likely to change their own behaviour (Rotter, 1966).  
 
Research has found that parental LOC style significantly influenced parental stress 
(Hassall et al. 2005; Lanfranchi & Vianello, 2012) and child behaviour (Freed & 
Tompson, 2011), making it a potential family resource within the Double ABCX 
model. Higher levels of challenging behaviour were significantly correlated with 
mothers who felt ineffective in their parenting role, felt unable to control their 
child’s behaviour and who had an overall external LOC (Lloyd & Hastings, 2009a). 
The ‘child (in) control’ subscale, of the Parental Locus of Control Scale (Campis et al. 
1986), in particular, has been consistently shown as a significant predictor of 
parental stress (Lanfranchi & Vianello, 2012; Lloyd & Hastings, 2009a). The 
relationship between hope and LOC in parents of children with an ID has not been 
studied. However, higher levels of hope in university students were associated with 
lower levels of external LOC (Brackney & Westman, 1992), suggesting the same 
association may be present in other adults. 
 
This current literature highlights a gap in the understanding and presentation of 
hope and LOC style in parents of children with an ID, as family resources (bB) within 
the Double ABCX model. This understanding could help tailor future interventions 
targeting these variables, to provide better support for families coping with crisis or 




General knowledge of child development has been associated with more positive 
child outcomes in the general population (Dichtelmiller et al. 1992). Increasing 
parental knowledge was found to moderate the relationship between confidence 
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and positive parenting behaviours (Morawska et al. 2009). This may highlight its 
influence on how families define and give meaning to a stressor (cC) within the 
Double ABCX model. Studies evaluating parental training interventions measure 
change in parental knowledge as an outcome (Chadwick et al. 2001; Matthews & 
Hudson, 2001; McConachie & Diggle, 2007).  
 
For parents of children with an ID, providing more specific knowledge of 
behavioural principles is a key factor for interventions focused on challenging 
behaviour (Hastings, 1997). Given that limited knowledge of behavioural principles 
has been found to predict a depression/anger reaction to challenging behaviour in 
staff working in specialist ID education (Hastings & Brown, 2002), similar 
relationships might exist for parents of children with an ID. Most literature on 
knowledge focuses on staff in educational settings. Therefore, the level of 
knowledge in parents of children with an ID is unclear, particularly for knowledge of 
behavioural approaches that specialist services would typically advise. There are no 
previous studies demonstrating how parental resources such as hope or LOC 




The NHS has a growing presence online, providing information on a wide range of 
health topics (e.g. NHS Choices), and more specific mental health supports (e.g. 
‘www.handsonscotland.co.uk’) for parents. The majority of parents report 
accessing websites both for information and social support (Plantin & Daneback, 
2009). Some parents of children with an ID already use the internet to gain 
information and receive services (Blackburn & Read, 2005). Understanding the 
psychological characteristics of parents who use online media may help future 







The current study aimed to describe the levels of, and associations between, 
parental hope, parental locus of control, parental knowledge of behaviour 
principles and level of child challenging behaviours reported by parents of children 
with an intellectual disability, through online recruitment. The study sought to 
explore parental hope specifically in relation to the aforementioned constructs. This 
study was originally part of a wider study evaluating the provision of an online 
psycho-educational intervention on challenging behaviour to parents of children 
with an ID. 
 
It was hypothesised that: 
 There would be an association between lower levels of reported challenging 
behaviour in children and higher parental hope, a more internal parental 
locus of control and greater knowledge of behavioural principles.  
 Parental hope would be predicted by lower levels of reported behavioural 





This project was reviewed and approved by The University of Edinburgh School of 
Health in Social Science ethics committee (Appendix F). The potential for distress 
caused by some of the questionnaires was highlighted in information provided prior 




A power-based sample size calculation for a medium effect size (Brackney & 
Westman, 1992), p<.05, β=.8 for three predictors in a multiple regression suggested 
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a minimum of 76 participants (Soper, 2014); however, the study aimed to recruit as 






Participants were self-selected. They confirmed that they supported a child or 
young person under the age of 18 who had a significant difficulty with intellectual 
functioning and daily living skills. Thirty-two mothers took part in this self-report, 
cross-sectional online survey. Mothers’ mean age was 41.41 years (SD = 7.72, range 
= 27–56 years). Children’s mean age was 11.17 years (SD = 3.77, range 4–18 years), 
with a gender ration of 22 males to 10 females. A total of 17 children had a 
diagnosis of an ASD (53.1%), 12.5% had a diagnosis of Down syndrome and 15.6% 




Participants provided demographic information regarding their child (age, gender, 
level of ID, educational setting, additional diagnoses, e.g. ASD), themselves 
(relationship to child, age, marital status and postcode) and other relevant variables 
(e.g. total number of children at home).  
 
State Hope for the Child Scale (SHCS) 
 
The State Hope Scale (Snyder et al. 1996) is an “in the moment” measure of a 
person’s hope, assessing components of agency and pathways, and was developed 
from the Trait Hope Scale (Snyder et al. 1991). Both the State Hope Scale and the 
Trait Hope Scale have been used with parents of children with ID (e.g. Horton & 
Wallander, 2001; Lloyd & Hasting, 2009b). A state hope measure was chosen, as 
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this study was initially part of a wider evaluation of a psycho-educational 
intervention providing information on behavioural principles aimed at parents of 
children with an ID.  
 
Truitt et al. (2012) investigated trait hope in caregivers of children with Down 
syndrome. They modified the Trait Hope Scale to investigate more specifically 
parental hope, conceptualised as the “Hope for the Child Scale”. Specific 
modifications involved the additional wording of “my child” or “as a parent” to all 
items. In their study, the trait “hope for the child” scale had good internal 
consistency (α=.865) and was highly correlated with the trait hope for self (r=.654, 
p<.001).  
 
As the current study also focused on the parental-child relationship, the State Hope 
Scale was adapted to measure “hope for the child”. Changes were made following 
Truitt et al. (2012), to measure parental hope specifically as the ‘State Hope for the 
Child Scale’ (SHCS, Appendix G, used with permission). Consistent with the State 
Hope Scale, the SHCS was comprised of six items, coded as an eight-point Likert 
scale based on how respondents feel ‘right now’. Higher scores reflect higher levels 
of hope. Three items represented hope agency and three items represented hope 
pathways. An example agency item was ‘Right now, I see myself as being pretty 
successful as a parent’ and an example pathway was ‘I can think of many ways to 
reach my current goals for my child.’  
 
Parental Locus of Control Scale (Campis et al. 1986): Child Control and Parental 
Control  
 
The Parental Locus of Control Scale (PLOCS) is a self-report questionnaire measuring 
LOC associated with parenting. It is comprised of five subscales: parental efficacy, 
parental responsibility, child control, fate/chance and parental control. It 
demonstrated good construct and discriminant validity (Campis et al. 1986). In its 
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revised form, the PLOCS has demonstrated good internal consistency, α=.82 
(Hassell et al. 2005).  
 
The subscales of child control and parental control were strongly correlated with 
scores on the Parenting Stress Index, with other subscales having smaller or non-
significant associations (Hassell et al. 2005; Lloyd & Hastings, 2009a). Together with 
level of behavioural problems, these two subscales predicted maternal stress (Lloyd 
& Hastings, 2009a). Recognising the known bi-directional relationship between 
stress and challenging behaviour, these two subscales were chosen to address this 
study’s aims and to reduce participant burden. Parents were asked to agree or 
disagree with twelve items, where a higher score indicated more external LOC. Half 
of the items were reverse-scored (used with permission). 
 
 
The Behavior Problems Inventory for Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities – Short 
Form (BPI-S; Rojahn et al. 2012a) 
 
The Behavior Problems Inventory for Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities, Short 
Form (BPI-S, Rojahn et al. 2012a) is a 30-item measure of behaviour problems 
developed as a more user-friendly version of the BPI-01 (Rojahn et al. 2001). It 
records the frequency and severity of a range of behaviours across three subscales: 
self-injurious behaviour, aggressive/destructive behaviour and stereotyped 
behaviour. Frequency is scored on a five-point Likert scale, and severity is scored on 
a four-point scale. The BPI-S highly correlates with the BPI-01 (Rojahn et al. 2012a), 
and has been used in previous studies with children with developmental disabilities 
(Griffith et al. 2010). Rojahn et al. (2012b) demonstrated that the BPI-S has good 
construct validity and internal consistency (values ranging from α=.70–.89 across 





Knowledge of Behavioural Principles Questionnaire (KBPQ) 
 
Existing measures to determine the extent of knowledge of behavioural principles 
relevant to working with challenging behaviour often use scenario-based questions, 
e.g. Problem Situation Questionnaire (McKillop, 1994) or Staff Knowledge of 
Behavioral Methods with Inpatient Youths (Lawrence & Hansen, 1985).  However, 
these do not focus on the specific knowledge regarding challenging behaviour or 
children with ID. Hence there was a need to develop a questionnaire to measure 
knowledge to meet the aims of this study. 
 
Previous work within the Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS) 
Learning Disability Team in NHS Lothian had led to the development of information 
for parents regarding behavioural principles relevant to challenging behaviour. This 
was based on relevant guidance available (Ball et al. 2004; RCP/ BPS/ RCSLT, 2007). 
From this, five keys themes were identified: reinforcement, extinction, positive 
behaviour support, developmental stage of child, and biological/environmental 
impact on child. Items were developed from these themes to form the Knowledge 
of Behavioural Principles Questionnaire (KBPQ) and scored using true or false 
statements based on previous research evaluating behavioural interventions by 
assessing specific knowledge in parents of children with ASD (e.g. Solish & Perry, 
2008). Items were piloted and refined with multi-disciplinary health professionals 
working in specialist child ID services, including a Speech and Language Therapist, 
Clinical Psychologists and Psychiatrists. The final set of items was agreed and was 
considered by clinicians to have good face validity and clinical utility.  
 
The KBPQ consisted of 19 items. An example item for reinforcement was: 
‘Reinforcement is something that occurs after a behaviour which means that the 
behaviour is more likely to happen in the future’.  Item order was randomised and 






Participants were recruited through online communities. Relevant organisations, 
charities and support groups (Appendix H), e.g. BILD, were contacted for permission 
to recruit through their site. A link to a secure online survey site (Bristol Online 
Survey, www.onlinesurveys.ac.uk) was displayed with a brief description of the 
research and call for participants. Parents were encouraged to take part by the 
provision of online information on behaviour management tailored to support 
children with an ID. Links were disseminated through online forums, e-mail, e-
newsletters and social media channels (Twitter and Facebook). Upon following the 
link, participants were presented with further information (Appendix I) and were 
invited to consent to take part. Study procedure followed BPS internet guidelines 
(BPS, 2013). Participants confirmed they currently cared for a child with an ID and 
were over sixteen years old.  
 
The online survey was accessible for five months from 2nd April 2014 to 30th August 
2014. A total of 47 participants commenced the survey. It was the intention of the 
study to recruit both mothers and fathers; however, only one father took part. His 
results were omitted from analysis, as previous research had indicated that 
mothers and fathers differ with regard to the links between hope and challenging 
behaviour (Faso et al., 2013; Lloyd & Hastings, 2009a). There were insufficient 
numbers of fathers to determine whether any differences were present in this 
sample. One mother reported that her child was aged 22 years. As this project 
focused on children aged 18 years or under, this data was excluded from results.  
Fifteen participants were excluded on the basis of non-completion of any measures 
(attrition rate 28.89%), yielding a total of 30 participants with complete data and 






Analysis Strategy  
 
Data were analysed using IBM® SPSS® Statistics Version 19. Normality of 
distribution was estimated with the Shapiro-Wilk test (Razali et al. 2011). 
Correlational analysis was used to test for significant associations between variables. 
An exploratory multiple regression analysis was planned, with hope as the 
dependant variable and independent variables of LOC, problem behaviour and 




Demographic characteristics are summarised in Table 1. Most mothers were 
married or living with their partner (71.9%) and had one (41.9%) or two children 
(38.7%) living at home.  
 
Postcode data was used to classify the socio-economic status of where participants 
lived using  the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation 
(http://simd.scotland.gov.uk/publication-2012/, The Scottish Government, 2012), 
the English Indices of Deprivation 2010 (http://opendatacommunities.org, 
Department for Communities and Local Government, 2011) or the Welsh Index of 
Multiple Deprivation (http://wimd.wales.gov.uk, Welsh Government, 2014), 
depending on their postcodes. The first decile represents the most deprived 10% of 
areas and the tenth decile the least deprived 10%, providing a measure of socio-
economic status.  Only four participants failed to provide their full postcode, which 
is required to calculate deprivation decile, hence it was not possible to determine 





Table 1 Mother and child demographic characteristics 
 *1= most deprived 10%, 10= least deprived 10% 
 
Mothers were more likely to have higher than average socio-economic status, with 
70.3% ranked within the 5thdecile or above. The majority of children had a 
Variable   N=31 Grouping % 
    









Marital status  Married/cohabiting 
Single parent 
Divorced 






Total children at home  1 
2 
3 









































Educational setting for child  Mainstream without support 
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moderate (43.8 %) or severe ID (34.4 %) and were supported in specialist education 
(75%).  
 
The means, standard deviations and ranges of key variables within the study are 
presented in Table 2 (below).  
 
Table 2 Descriptive statistics for study variables 






      
State Hope for the Child  30.9 8.5 17-48 6-48 31 
Hope Agency  15.3 4.7 7-24 3-24 31 
Hope Pathways 15.5 4.4 8-24 3-24 31 
Locus of Control      
Child Control of Parents’ Life 8.6 1.5 6-12 6-12 32 
Parental Control of Child’s Behaviour  8.0 1.6 6-12 6-12 32 
Self-injurious Behaviour       
         Frequency  5.9 3.7 0-17 0-32 31 
         Severity  4.1 2.5 0-10 0-24 31 
Aggressive/Destructive Behaviour       
         Frequency  10.7 8.0 0-28 0-40 31 
         Severity  8.1 5.4 0-17 0-30 31 
Stereotyped Behaviour (Frequency)  17.1 11.0 0-38 0-48 31 
Knowledge of Behavioural Principles 
Questionnaire 
12.9 1.8 10-17 0-18 30 




There is no established clinical ‘cut-off’ score to indicate the presence of hope in an 
individual using the State Hope Scale. However, to aid interpretation Bailey et al. 
(2008) reasoned that a score of 24 or more would suggest an average rating of at 
least ‘somewhat true’ for items, indicating hope was present. Mean total hope was 
above this score at 30.9, with 81.25% of the sample scoring 24 or more. In the 
current study, reliability for the SHCS was good, as defined by George and Mallery 
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(2003: p.231), total hope α=.900, agency α=.863 and pathways α=.810. These 
reliability values are similar to those for the State Hope Scale (Snyder, 2002).  
 
Locus of Control  
 
On this scale, lower scores are associated with greater feelings of being in control. 
In the current study, data for the parental control subscale were positively skewed, 
indicating a tendency towards lower LOC score. Subscales had reliability of α=.487 
for Child Control and α=.599 for parent control.  
  
Level of Challenging Behaviour 
 
The mean number of behaviours noted by mothers was 14.6 (range 3–25). All 
mothers reported experiencing some aggressive/destructive behaviour with their 
child, (mean frequency of 1.18). On average these behaviours occurred on a 
monthly or weekly basis. Behaviours noted by 20 mothers or more included: hitting 
others, pushing others, grabbing and pulling others, destroying things, repetitive 
hand movements, ‘yelling and screaming’ and ‘pacing, jumping, bouncing, running’. 
Stereotyped behaviour had the highest mean frequency (1.38); only two parents 
reported their child did not engaged in any stereotyped behaviour. Mean severity 
rating for aggressive/destructive behaviour (0.82) was higher than for self-injurious 
behaviour (0.39). Reliability in the current study varied between subscales: self-
injurious behaviour α=.623, aggressive/destructive behaviour α=. 914 and 
stereotyped behaviour α=.852. 
 
Knowledge of Behavioural Principles  
 
Reliability across all items within the KBPQ was low (α=.128). This suggests that it 
may not have been measuring a single construct. Therefore, an exploratory factor 
analysis was conducted to clarify whether specific items loaded to factors, most 
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probably matching the key themes utilised during questionnaire construction.  It is 
acknowledged that the small sample size may be insufficient for this (Field, 2005), 
but it was felt that it might identify data within the KBPQ which could be used to 
support further analysis relating to the study aims. However, results indicated no 
clear underlying structure, with a high number of factors unrelated to the themes 
identified from the literature (eight linear components with Eigen values ranging 
from 3.1–1.04). It appears probable that the limited sample size was a contributory 
factor in this finding.  
 
Although it was not possible to utilise the KBPQ in formal analysis, an overview of 
data suggested that some specific areas of strengths and deficits (even within 
themes) were present in participants. On the theme of reinforcement, most 
participants recognised that it occurs after behaviour has taken place (90% correct) 
and understood the concept of positive reinforcement (93.3%). However, few 
mothers recognised the futility of ignoring a child with an ID (23.3%) and the 
understanding of negative reinforcement was mixed (46.6%). Knowledge of the 
extinction theme was also mixed. Some mothers identified that an extinction burst 
meant that behaviour became more challenging (60%), but few understood why it 
occurred (26.6%).  
 
Most mothers (more than 90%) identified that behaviour is often a form of 
communication for children with ID, and answered correctly questions on the 
theme of positive behaviour support, e.g. modelling appropriate behaviour and the 
utility of visual timetable. On the theme of biological/environmental impact on child, 
many mothers understood the association of illness and behaviour (63.3%) and the 
potential effect of a child’s environment (76.6%). Some mothers struggled with 
knowledge on the theme of developmental stage of the child, such as the 
appropriateness of strategies such as “time-out” for this population (50%) and the 
unhelpfulness of spending a lot of time verbally explaining why they should stop 
behaviour (66.7%).  
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Autism Spectrum Disorder 
 
Although not an original aim of the study, it was noted that respondents fell into 
two generally equal groups of participants with children with ASD (N= 17) and those 
without (N=15). As ASD has been found to affect both level of challenging 
behaviour and parental hope in some studies (Faso et al. 2013; Kasari & Sigman, 
1997; Ogston et al. 2011; Totsika et al. 2011), an unplanned analysis was 
undertaken between these groups. A series of between-group t-tests were 
conducted to explore differences between respondents with children with and 
without ASD on study variables and demographic data. There was a significant 
difference only with educational placement, t(30)= 2.59, p<.05. 
 
Correlational Analysis  
 
Results of a Shapiro-Wilk test indicated non-normal distribution of data for socio-
economic status (skewness=-.243, kurtosis= -1.114), level of ID (skewness= .847, 
kurtosis .557) and parent control subscale (skewness =.645, kurtosis =0.308). 
Remaining data was normally distributed.  
 
Pearson’s and Spearman’s Rho correlations were used as applicable to explore 
associations between demographic data and outcome measures (see Table 3). As 
this was an exploratory study with low participant numbers, it was decided not to 
adjust for multiple test procedures, although it is acknowledged that this will 
increase the risk of a Type I error (Bender & Lange, 2001). Child’s level of ID, gender 
of child and socio-economic status did not emerge as correlating significantly with 
any variable.  Child age correlated with maternal age (r=.483, p<.05). Educational 








There were strong significant positive correlations between the hope subscales and 
the overall SHCS (see Table 3). Hope agency and pathways did not correlated with 
the same variables, reducing the representativeness of total SHCS as a summary 
score. Hope agency negatively correlated with frequency of self-injurious behaviour 
(r= -.357, p<.05). Hope pathways (r=.502, p<.01) and SHCS (r=.443, p<.01) 
associated with the child control LOC subscale. This indicated that with increasing 
hope participants tended to have a more external LOC.  
 
Locus of Control 
 
The LOC subscales correlated positively with each other, and a number of further 
significant correlations emerged between LOC and other variables, mainly those 
relating to challenging behaviours. Both subscales correlated negatively with self-
injurious and aggressive/destructive behaviour, where decreasing levels of 
challenging behaviour were associated with a more internal LOC.  
 
Child control negatively correlated with frequency and severity of self-injurious 
behaviour (r=-.480, p<.01; r=-.484, p<.01, respectively), as well as frequency and 
severity of aggressive/destructive behaviour and severity (r=-.554, p<.01; r=-.536, 
p<.01, respectively). Parental control negatively correlated with frequency of self-
injurious behaviour and aggressive/destructive behaviour (rs=-.460, p<.01; rs=-.679, 
p<.01, respectively) and severity of aggressive/destructive behaviour (rs=-.642, 
p<.01). Parental control also correlated with marital status (rs=.463, p<.01), with 
married/cohabiting participants tending to have lower LOC scores, indicating a 






Level of Challenging Behaviour 
 
Most PBI-S subscales were significantly associated with each other. Stereotyped 
behaviour was associated with the severity of self-injurious behaviour and 
aggressive/destructive behaviour (r=-.369, p<.05; r=-.363, p<.05, respectively) but 
not with the frequency for either behaviour. Frequency of aggressive/destructive 
behaviour was negatively associated with child age and maternal age (r=-.391, 
p<.05; r=-.417, p<.01, respectively). Stereotyped behaviour was not associated with 









Table 3 Correlations between study variables 
  1 2 s  3 s  4 5 s  6 7 8 9 10 s  11 12 13 14 
               
1. Child ages  -              
2. Educations  .269 -             
3. Level of Child IDs  .145 .483** -            
4. Maternal age  .483** .332 .083 -           
5. Marital Status s  -.029 -.184 .139 -.230 -          
6. Hope Agency .072 -.002 .108 -.239 .043 -         
7. Hope Pathways -.072 -.180 -.076 -.275 .097 .767** -        
8. State Hope for the Child Scale .003 -.112 .004 -.273 .045 .944** .935** -       
9. Child Control .227 .062 -.189 .142 .231 .336 .502** .443** -      
10. Parent Control s .222 .100 .141 .318 .463** .279 .223 .259 .531** -     
11. Self-injurious (freq.) -.111 .197 .318 -.099 -.115 -.357* -.307 -.354 -.480** -.460** -    
12. Self-injurious (sev.) -.104 .150 .354 -.058 .140 -.259 -.301 -.297 -.484** -.213 .832** -   
13. Aggressive/Destructive (freq.) -.391* -.098 -.034 -.417* -.278 -.091 -.189 -.147 -.554** -.679** .476** .496** -  
14. Aggressive/Destructive (sev.) -.151 .143 .008 -.239 -.210 -.028 -.150 -.093 -.536** -.642** .436** .476** .820* - 
15. Stereotyped (freq.) .154 .178 .099 .121 -.157 .150 -.060 .052 -.066 -.073 .250 .369* .239 .363* 
               





The analysis plan for the study intended that a regression analysis would be 
conducted in order to identify the contribution of locus of control and knowledge of 
behavioural principles to hope. However, as noted above, the psychometric 
properties of the KBPQ were poor, and it was therefore excluded from further 
analysis.  Hence, it was not possible to address this aim.  Furthermore, it was also 
found that hope agency and hope pathways correlated with different study 
variables, making the total SHCS score less reliable as a representative summary 




This study aimed to examine relationships between parental hope, parental LOC, 
parental knowledge of behaviour principles and child challenging behaviours 
through participants recruited on-line.  However, consistent with previous research, 
the vast majority of participants were female (Blackburn & Read, 2005; Sarkadi & 
Bremberg, 2004).  Given that differences have been found in the ways that hope in 
mothers and fathers is associated with other psychological variables (Faso et al. 
2013; Lloyd & Hasting, 2009a), the decision was taken to exclude the single male 
participant and focus solely on mothers.  
 
Although participants reported that their child displayed a range of challenging 
behaviours, participants also reported feeling hopeful, something that is consistent 
with previous research (Bailey et al. 2008). Mean scores on the SHCS within the 
current sample were at an equivalent level to those found in samples using the 
State Hope Scale for parents of children with ASD (Ogston et al. 2011) but lower 
than reported hope for parents of children with Down syndrome or fragile X 
syndrome (Bailey et al. 2008; Ogston et al. 2011). This may have been due to the 
high number of mothers of children with ASD in the sample (N=17) compared to 
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mother of children with Down syndrome (N=5).  As hypothesised, there was a 
relationship between hope and challenging behaviour. Hope agency was negatively 
associated with the frequency of self-injurious behaviour, suggesting that greater 
parental motivation and belief of achieving a goal for their child, links with lower 
frequency of self-injurious behaviour. Hope pathways and SHCS were positively 
associated with the child control subscale, indicating a more external parental LOC. 
This finding differs from previous research with university students, were higher 
hope was negatively associated with a more external LOC (Brackney & Westman, 
1992). However, this sample reported caring for a child displaying a high level of 
challenging behaviours; a very different sample to Brackney and Westman (1992). 
Parental LOC is associated with both parental stress and child behaviour (Freed & 
Tompson, 2011; Lloyd & Hastings, 2009a).  Therefore, this sample may represent 
mothers who feel hopeful and can think of a range of strategies to parent their child, 
but due to the level of challenging behaviour they still feel that their child controls 
their life to some extent. Within the double ABCX model, this may mean that 
maternal resources are present (bB) but are not at a level where they feel they can 
employ strategies because of the build-up of stressors (aA). 
 
Maternal LOC was positively skewed in this sample, which was statistically 
significant for the parental control subscale. This indicates a more internal LOC. As 
hypothesised, there was a negative relationship between participants’ LOC and 
reported challenging behaviour, which is in keeping with previous research 
indicating a more internal parental LOC is associated with fewer challenging 
behaviours (Freed & Tompson, 2011; Lloyd & Hastings, 2009). This highlights 
maternal LOC as a key resource (bB) within the double ABCX model. Consistent with 
previous findings, married/cohabiting mothers tended to have a more internal LOC 
than single or divorced mothers (Freed & Tompson, 2011). However, as both PLOC 
subscales had reliability below an ‘acceptable’ level (George & Mallery, 2003), 




Although maternal knowledge was assessed, it was not possible to analyse the 
hypothesised relationship with challenging behaviour or conduct the planned 
regression analysis to address the second hypothesis. However, review of responses 
within this questionnaire suggested that participants had some specific areas of 
strength and weakness in knowledge relevant to managing behaviours. Increasing 
knowledge remains a key outcome in parental training (Matthews & Hudson, 2001), 
and yet knowledge’s potential role in the double ABCX model remains unclear. 
 
All participants reported their child displayed at least three behaviours they found 
challenging on a regular basis. Mean frequency and severity scores were higher 
than age-matched peers from the reference data for all three subscales (Rojahn et 
al. 2012a). This may indicate a sample with higher levels of challenging behaviour 
than the general population of children with an ID. Frequency of 
aggressive/destructive behaviour was negatively associated with both child and 
maternal age, consistent with previous research (Chadwick et al. 2000, McConnell 
et al. 2014). Stereotyped behaviours were not associated with any maternal 
cognition. Stereotyped behaviours have been defined as repetitive voluntary 
unusual or inappropriate acts (Rojahn et al. 2001). This subscale included 
behaviours such as rocking, repetitive body movements and bizarre body postures. 
These behaviours have been shown to stop without external adult intervention and 
are thought to be triggered by a child’s internal processing (Sayers et al. 2011), 
therefore, it is possible that they are likely to be affected by parental cognition.  
 
Overall, the characteristics of the sample in this study mirror the population 
referred to specialist CAMHS ID services in terms of reported levels of behaviour, 
gender and proportion of children with an ASD diagnosis (Gregory et al. 2013).  
Although no specific ASD sites or groups were targeted for recruitment, over half of 
the sample reported that their child had an ASD (53.1%). ASD and ID are 
independent risk factors for challenging behaviour (Totsika et al. 2011).  However, 
the co-morbidity of ASD and ID often presents challenges to those supporting 
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individuals, as there may be deficits in skills and behavioural difficulties not seen 
with ASD or ID alone (Boucher et al. 2008, Holden & Gitlesen, 2006). Children with 
an ASD are frequently noted to have more behaviour problems than children with 
ID (Kasari & Sigman, 1997) and these problems persevere in a co-morbid population 
(Murphy et al.2005). This may increase the build-up of stressors (aA) within the 
double ABCX model.  Also, both agency and pathways were negatively correlated 
with autism symptoms severity (Faso et al. 2013). It has been found that mothers of 
children with an ASD had significantly lower levels of hope than mothers of children 
with Down syndrome (Ogston et al. 2011). Parents were encouraged to participate 
in the study in return for the provision of behavioural management strategies. Due 
to the additional burdens detailed above, it may be that parents of children with 
ASD are more likely to engage in online research or supports. However this study 
found no significant difference in the reported level of hope or challenging 
behaviour between mothers who cared for a child with an ASD and those whose 
child did not have a diagnosis.  
 
Socio-economic status was not significantly associated with any study variables. 
However, the data was skewed to a sample that lived in areas with a lower level of 
deprivation. Financial hardship has been shown to have a negative impact on 
resilience (McConnel et al. 2014); therefore, this would be an important 




The results of this study supported previous findings that hope and LOC are 
resilience factors for parents supporting a child with an ID, and are associated with 
a lower level of challenging behaviour. If this is considered within the Double ABCX 
model of family adaptation, it would suggest that interventions should aim to 
bolster resilience resources. For example, increasing hope in parents of children 
with an ID could change parents’ perceptions of ‘set-backs’ to that of ‘challenges’ 
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thus helping them to respond in a more adaptive way (Lloyd & Hastings, 2009b). 
Similar to previous research (Lloyd & Hastings, 2009a), the Child Control subscale of 
the PLOC revealed the strongest associations with study variables (hope and 
behaviour). Thus, items on the Child Control subscale, such as ‘I feel like what 
happens in my life is mostly determined by my child’, could be used in clinical 
settings to help identify more vulnerable parents, tailor interventions to increase 
internal LOC or used as an outcome measure of change to evaluate interventions 
(Lloyd & Hastings, 2009a). Although the relationship between hope and LOC needs 
further investigation, preliminary results of this study showed that higher hope 
pathways was not associated with a more adaptive internal LOC. This suggests that 
participants could potentially think of a range of strategies to parent their child, but 
felt that their child controlled their life to some extent. This may highlight that some 
mothers may need more from clinical interventions than a range of strategies to 
support their child, highlighting the importance of the agency component of hope. 
 
This sample found no association between stereotyped behaviour and study 
variables. Previously conduct problems, including physical assaults, have been 
found to have the highest associations with caregiver and teacher stress (Lecavalier 
et al. 2006). Therefore, it might be more clinically efficient to focus on self-injurious 
and aggressive/destructive behaviour as goals for change.  
 
The population sampled had characteristics similar to a clinical population. Within 
this sample it is unknown whether mothers were receiving support from services. 
However, there may be clinical utility to provide preventative interventions aiming 
to bolster resilience factors and to identify what resources they are using to 
maintain family adaptation (xX) to ongoing stressors such as challenging behaviour. 
Parents supporting a child with ID and challenging behaviour are more likely to 
access services (Floyd & Gallagher, 1997) when the stressor, such as challenging 
behaviour, exceeds existing parental resources (Orr et al. 1991). Although not 
included in statistical analysis, the KBPQ did highlight areas of more limited 
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knowledge. This could help clinicians tailor such interventions, within the Double 
ABCX model, to ensure that parents have appropriate knowledge to help them 
understand those stressors (cC) that impact on families’ abilities to adapt to 
stressors (xX). As this sample had a higher proportion of mothers supporting a child 
with ASD, it might be worth considering their additional difficulties in any 




The study’s cross-sectional correlational design limits the conclusions that can be 
drawn regarding causality between variables.  In this study, the difficulties with the 
psychometric properties of the KBPQ were a significant issue.  Longitudinal data, 
with control or group comparisons, would support clarification of these links. The 
KBPQ was an attempt to quantify the extent of knowledge that parents held about 
relevant principles.  However, although this is only a relatively small sample, review 
of responses suggests that mothers may not hold consistent levels of knowledge 
across an entire theme, such as ‘reinforcement’; instead, they may have knowledge 
about specific items within that theme.  Hence, the extent to which it is possible to 
assign a single measure of knowledge may be questionable.  Instead, a longitudinal 
design, looking at changes in knowledge, perhaps through an intervention 
programme, and the extent to which this influences change in hope and locus of 
control, might be a means of addressing this limitation in the future.  
 
A critical limitation of this study is the low number of participants, and hence the 
power to detect effects that may have been present.  With regard to the scales used 
themselves, the limited numbers of participants are likely to have affected 
evaluations of the psychometric properties of both the established scales (PLOC, 
BPI-S) and the KBPQ.  Thus, preventing the use of a regression analysis that was 
intended to answer one of the specific aims of the study.   Although attempts were 
made to support recruitment through the use of several internet sites, additional 
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social media and forum sites, recruitment still proved difficult.  This may have been 
due to recruiting during the school summer term and summer holiday period, when 
parents may have been less available to participate, or perhaps it is more of a 
reflection of the difficulties in recruiting participants online who are supporting a 
child with difficulties (Heiervang & Goodman, 2011).  
 
This study was part of a wider evaluation of the psycho-educational intervention 
which aimed to recruit a diverse range of parents from online communities by 
offering information on behaviour management strategies. This may have 
influenced the sample who chose to take participate, or discouraged others because 
of the time commitment. As the evaluation study was specifically targeting parents 
who use online sites in the community, traditional paper questionnaires were not 
used. This may have limited participation of parents who use technology less 
frequently and parents from lower socio-economic backgrounds (Plantin & 
Daneback, 2009). However it may also highlight likely participant characteristics for 
future online interventions. 
 
The generalisability of these results is limited by a number of factors.  Self-selection 
increases the potential bias of recruiting parents who experience more difficulties 
(Hamlyn-Wright et al. 2007). This was reflected in the similarity of this sample to a 
clinical population (Gregory et al. 2013) and that the level of challenging behaviour 
was higher than age-matched peers (Rojahn et al. 2012a).  These results may, 
therefore, not be reflective of the general population of parents who support a 
child with an intellectual disability. In addition, the focus upon mothers within the 
analysis (due to only a single father participating) limits the findings application to 
mothers.  Furthermore, there was an underrepresentation of participants from 
areas of lower socio-economic status, as well as a high proportion of male children. 
Although these characteristics are similar to other studies which have recruited 
parents online (Sanders et al. 2014), and those investigating hope (Ogston et al. 
2011), it limits the generalisability of results and highlights areas for future research. 
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Fathers of children with a disability are not well represented in the literature 
(Phares et al. 2005) and have previously been described as ‘hard to reach’ 
(McConkey, 1994). However, some researchers have highlighted how practitioners 
can include fathers (Carpenter & Towers, 2008) and developed ways of actively 
targeting fathers of children with developmental disabilities (Huang et al. 2014). 
 
It is an acknowledged difficulty in research focused on individuals with ID to collect 
a homogeneous sample due to the wide range of aetiologies and co-morbid 
difficulties (e.g. Hooper & Willis, 2013). This study did not specifically aim to recruit 
parents of children with an ASD. However, there was a higher proportion of children 
with ASD in the sample (53.1%) compared to population estimates of 28–39.2% 
using specific ASD assessment tools (Bryson et al. 2008; La Malfa et al. 2004). These 
results may, therefore, not be generalisable to populations with lower proportions 
of parents with children with ASD. 
 
The scales selected to measure variables also have limitations, something that 
further highlights the need to interpret results with caution. The SHCS was an 
adaption of the State Hope Scale, with the intention to measure, more specifically, 
parental hope. Although it was found to have good reliability, and produced similar 
results to previous research using the State Hope Scale, use of this measure needs 
further validation. Similar to criticisms of the State Hope Scale, the SHCS items are 
positively framed which may lead to response bias and, therefore, higher levels of 
reported hope.  Only two of the PLOC subscales were utilised in this study, and 
reliability was below the ‘acceptable range’. The KBPQ was developed for this study 
to measure specific knowledge of key principles of child behaviour typically 
discussed with families referred to specialist child ID services. Current measures are 
often scenario-based and do not cover the range of principles assessed in this study, 
e.g. Knowledge of Behavioural Principles as Applied to Children (O’Dell et al. 1979). 
However, the low reliability of the scale, and the absence of a clear factor structure 
(albeit that numbers of participants were very low for such an analysis to be reliable) 
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indicated that it may be difficult to assign a single value to the extent of an 




Some specific research areas emerge from this study. It was an exploratory study 
that sought to investigate the relationship between hope, LOC and knowledge of 
behavioural principles in parents of children with an ID.  However, due to the 
methodological difficulties outlined above, it was not possible to draw conclusions, 
with confidence, in relation to its aims.   
 
In addition, a study focusing on recruitment of fathers might be of significant 
interest. Mothers and fathers have differing experiences of raising a child with an ID 
(Hastings et al. 2005). Therefore, future research could investigate whether results 
within the area of hope, LOC and knowledge are replicated with a sample of fathers, 
and potentially, with other populations that support children, e.g. grandparents or 
school staff.  This may provide a more systemic perspective of links between 
resilience factors and child challenging behaviour.  
 
Whilst this study focused on mothers in the community, it did not investigate- 
whether mothers were currently in crisis or receiving support from specialist 
agencies. Future research could compare resilience factors and challenging 
behaviour in populations in the community with those receiving specialist services. 
This could identify targets for improving family coping strategies before stressors, 
such as challenging behaviour, exceed existing parental resources. Additionally, this 
study focused on resilience factors. Future research could include a measure of 
parental stress to investigate potential mediation relationships between resilience 
factors, stress and challenging behaviour, in parents in the community and in those 




Finally, marital status was significantly related to maternal LOC. Previous research 
has shown that single parents use services more than two-parent families (Floyd & 
Gallagher, 1997). Further research investigating the difference in resilience factors 
such as hope and LOC between married/cohabiting and single parents would inform 




This study aimed to evaluate links between hope, LOC, challenging behaviour and 
knowledge of behavioural principles of a sample of parents recruited on-line. 
Although relatively high levels of challenging behaviours, from their children, were 
described by participants, the majority reported experiencing hope in relation to 
parenting their child.  Similar to previous studies, results indicated that more 
positive cognitive appraisals were associated with participants whose children 
displayed lower levels of self-injurious and aggressive/destructive behaviour. Due to 
methodological difficulties, it was not possible to clarify the relationships between 
the extent of knowledge about behavioural principles that a parent holds and their 
cognitions; however, it is possible that further development of a questionnaire to 
assess knowledge, or the use of a longitudinal design may make it possible to 
address this question fully.  Nonetheless, it is suggested that the concept of hope, 
as a crucial cognition, merits further investigation for this population.  
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electronic artwork is finalized, please 'Save as' or convert the images to one of the 
following formats (note the resolution requirements for line drawings, halftones, 
and line/halftone combinations given below): 
EPS (or PDF): Vector drawings, embed all used fonts. 
TIFF (or JPEG): Color or grayscale photographs (halftones), keep to a minimum of 
300 dpi. 
TIFF (or JPEG): Bitmapped (pure black & white pixels) line drawings, keep to a 
minimum of 1000 dpi. 
TIFF (or JPEG): Combinations bitmapped line/half-tone (color or grayscale), keep to 
a minimum of 500 dpi. 
Please do not: 
• Supply files that are optimized for screen use (e.g., GIF, BMP, PICT, WPG); these 
typically have a low number of pixels and limited set of colors; 
• Supply files that are too low in resolution; 
• Submit graphics that are disproportionately large for the content. 
Color artwork 
Please make sure that artwork files are in an acceptable format (TIFF (or JPEG), EPS 
(or PDF), or MS Office files) and with the correct resolution. If, together with your 
accepted article, you submit usable color figures then Elsevier will ensure, at no 
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additional charge, that these figures will appear in color on the Web (e.g., 
ScienceDirect and other sites) regardless of whether or not these illustrations are 
reproduced in color in the printed version. For color reproduction in print, you will 
receive information regarding the costs from Elsevier after receipt of your 
accepted article. Please indicate your preference for color: in print or on the Web 
only. For further information on the preparation of electronic artwork, please see 
http://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions. 
 
Please note: Because of technical complications which can arise by converting color 
figures to 'gray scale' (for the printed version should you not opt for color in print) 
please submit in addition usable black and white versions of all the color 
illustrations. 
Figure captions 
Ensure that each illustration has a caption. Supply captions separately, not attached 
to the figure. A caption should comprise a brief title (not on the figure itself) and a 
description of the illustration. Keep text in the illustrations themselves to a 
minimum but explain all symbols and abbreviations used. 
 
Tables 
Number tables consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text. Place 
footnotes to tables below the table body and indicate them with superscript 
lowercase letters. Avoid vertical rules. Be sparing in the use of tables and ensure 




Citation in text 
Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is also present in the reference 
list (and vice versa). Any references cited in the abstract must be given in full. 
Unpublished results and personal communications are not recommended in the 
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reference list, but may be mentioned in the text. If these references are included in 
the reference list they should follow the standard reference style of the journal and 
should include a substitution of the publication date with either 'Unpublished 
results' or 'Personal communication'. Citation of a reference as 'in press' implies 
that the item has been accepted for publication. 
 
Web references 
As a minimum, the full URL should be given and the date when the reference was 
last accessed. Any further information, if known (DOI, author names, dates, 
reference to a source publication, etc.), should also be given. Web references can 
be listed separately (e.g., after the reference list) under a different heading if 
desired, or can be included in the reference list. 
 
References in a special issue 
Please ensure that the words 'this issue' are added to any references in the list (and 
any citations in the text) to other articles in the same Special Issue. 
 
Reference management software 
This journal has standard templates available in key reference management 
packages EndNote (http://www.endnote.com/support/enstyles.asp) and Reference 
Manager (http://refman.com/support/rmstyles.asp). Using plug-ins to 
wordprocessing packages, authors only need to select the appropriate journal 
template when preparing their article and the list of references and citations to 
these will be formatted according to the journal style which is described below. 
 
Reference style 
Text: Citations in the text should follow the referencing style used by the American 
Psychological Association. You are referred to the Publication Manual of the 
American Psychological Association, Sixth Edition, ISBN 978-1-4338-0561-5, copies 
of which may be ordered from http://books.apa.org/books.cfm?id=4200067 or APA 
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Order Dept., P.O.B. 2710, Hyattsville, MD 20784, USA or APA, 3 Henrietta Street, 
London, WC3E 8LU, UK. 
List: references should be arranged first alphabetically and then further sorted 
chronologically if necessary. More than one reference from the same author(s) in 
the same year must be identified by the letters 'a', 'b', 'c', etc., placed after the year 
of publication. 
Examples: 
Reference to a journal publication: 
Van der Geer, J., Hanraads, J. A. J., & Lupton, R. A. (2010). The art of writing a 
scientific article. Journal of Scientific Communications, 163, 51–59. 
Reference to a book: 
Strunk, W., Jr., & White, E. B. (2000). The elements of style. (4th ed.). New York: 
Longman, (Chapter 4). 
Reference to a chapter in an edited book: 
Mettam, G. R., & Adams, L. B. (2009). How to prepare an electronic version of your 
article. In B. S. Jones, & R. Z. Smith (Eds.), Introduction to the electronic age (pp. 
281–304). New York: E-Publishing Inc. 
 
Video data 
Elsevier accepts video material and animation sequences to support and enhance 
your scientific research. Authors who have video or animation files that they wish to 
submit with their article are strongly encouraged to include links to these within the 
body of the article. This can be done in the same way as a figure or table by 
referring to the video or animation content and noting in the body text where it 
should be placed. All submitted files should be properly labeled so that they directly 
relate to the video file's content. In order to ensure that your video or animation 
material is directly usable, please provide the files in one of our recommended file 
formats with a preferred maximum size of 50 MB. Video and animation files 
supplied will be published online in the electronic version of your article in Elsevier 
Web products, including ScienceDirect: http://www.sciencedirect.com. 
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Please supply 'stills' with your files: you can choose any frame from the video or 
animation or make a separate image. These will be used instead of standard icons 
and will personalize the link to your video data. For more detailed instructions 
please visit our video instruction pages at 
http://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions. Note: since video and animation 
cannot be embedded in the print version of the journal, please provide text for both 




The journal encourages authors to create an AudioSlides presentation with their 
published article. AudioSlides are brief, webinar-style presentations that are shown 
next to the online article on ScienceDirect. This gives authors the opportunity to 
summarize their research in their own words and to help readers understand what 
the paper is about. More information and examples are available at 
http://www.elsevier.com/audioslides. Authors of this journal will automatically 
receive an invitation e-mail to create an AudioSlides presentation after acceptance 
of their paper.  
 
Supplementary data 
Elsevier accepts electronic supplementary material to support and enhance your 
scientific research. Supplementary files offer the author additional possibilities to 
publish supporting applications, highresolution images, background datasets, sound 
clips and more. Supplementary files supplied will be published online alongside the 
electronic version of your article in Elsevier Web products, including ScienceDirect: 
http://www.sciencedirect.com. In order to ensure that your submitted material is 
directly usable, please provide the data in one of our recommended file formats. 
Authors should submit the material in electronic format together with the article 
and supply a concise and descriptive caption for each file. For more detailed 
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You can enrich your online articles by providing 3D neuroimaging data in NIfTI 
format. This will be visualized for readers using the interactive viewer embedded 
within your article, and will enable them to: browse through available neuroimaging 
datasets; zoom, rotate and pan the 3D brain reconstruction; cut through the volume; 
change opacity and color mapping; switch between 3D and 2D projected views; and 
download the data. The viewer supports both single (.nii) and dual (.hdr 
and .img) NIfTI file formats. Recommended size of a single uncompressed dataset is 
100 MB or less. Multiple datasets can be submitted. Each dataset will have to be 
zipped and uploaded to the online submission system via the '3D neuroimaging 
data' submission category. Please provide a short informative description for each 
dataset by filling in the 'Description' field when uploading a dataset. Note: all 
datasets will be available for downloading from the online article on ScienceDirect. 
If you have concerns about your data being downloadable, please provide a video 
instead. For more information see: http://www.elsevier.com/3DNeuroimaging. 
 
Submission checklist 
The following list will be useful during the final checking of an article prior to 
sending it to the journal for review. Please consult this Guide for Authors for further 
details of any item.  
Ensure that the following items are present: 
One author has been designated as the corresponding author with contact details: 
• E-mail address 
• Full postal address 
• Phone numbers 




• All figure captions 
• All tables (including title, description, footnotes) 
Further considerations 
• Manuscript has been 'spell-checked' and 'grammar-checked' 
• References are in the correct format for this journal 
• All references mentioned in the Reference list are cited in the text, and vice versa 
• Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources 
(including the Web) 
• Color figures are clearly marked as being intended for color reproduction on the 
Web (free of charge) and in print, or to be reproduced in color on the Web (free of 
charge) and in black-and-white in print • If only color on the Web is required, black-
and-white versions of the figures are also supplied for printing purposes 




The word retarded should be used as an adjective rather than a noun; retardate 
should be avoided. Terms that are scientifically precise should be adhered to. 
Therefore, mentally retarded will be preferred to retarded because it specifies the 
type of retardation, and intellectually average or normal intelligence will be 
preferred over normal. A similar format should be followed if other disabilities are 
involved. It is understood that all investigations have been approved by the human 
subjects review committee of the author's institution. 
 
AFTER ACCEPTANCE 
Use of the Digital Object Identifier 
The Digital Object Identifier (DOI) may be used to cite and link to electronic 
documents. The DOI consists of a unique alpha-numeric character string which is 
assigned to a document by the publisher upon the initial electronic publication. The 
assigned DOI never changes. Therefore, it is an ideal medium for citing a document, 
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particularly 'Articles in press' because they have not yet received their full 
bibliographic information. Example of a correctly given DOI (in URL format; here an 
article in the journal Physics Letters B): 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2010.09.059 
When you use a DOI to create links to documents on the web, the DOIs are 
guaranteed never to change. 
 
Online proof correction 
Corresponding authors will receive an e-mail with a link to our ProofCentral system, 
allowing annotation and correction of proofs online. The environment is similar to 
MS Word: in addition to editing text, you can also comment on figures/tables and 
answer questions from the Copy Editor. Web-based proofing provides a faster and 
less error-prone process by allowing you to directly type your corrections, 
eliminating the potential introduction of errors. If preferred, you can still choose to 
annotate and upload your edits on the PDF version. All instructions for proofing will 
be given in the e-mail we send to authors, including alternative methods to the 
online version and PDF. We will do everything possible to get your article published 
quickly and accurately - please upload all of your corrections within 48 hours. It is 
important to ensure that all corrections are sent back to us in one communication. 
Please check carefully before replying, as inclusion of any subsequent corrections 
cannot be guaranteed. Proofreading is solely your responsibility. Note that Elsevier 
may proceed with the publication of your article if no response is received. 
 
AUTHOR INQUIRIES 
For inquiries relating to the submission of articles (including electronic submission) 
please visit this journal's homepage. For detailed instructions on the preparation of 
electronic artwork, please visit http://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions. 
Contact details for questions arising after acceptance of an article, especially those 
relating to proofs, will be provided by the publisher. You can track accepted articles 
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at http://www.elsevier.com/trackarticle. You can also check our Author FAQs at 
http://www.elsevier.com/authorFAQ and/or contact Customer Support via 
http://support.elsevier.com.  





Appendix B: Systematic Review Protocol (based on the University of York, 
Centre for Reviews and Dissemination’s guidance for undertaking review in health 
care) 
 
Objective: Systematically examine the available literature on a specific parental 
cognition: Hope. Focus on studies that investigated the relationship between hope, 
within Snyder’s model of hope agency and pathways, and the psychological 
outcomes of parents who have a child with a disability, with the aim of informing 
future research and clinical interventions. 
Possible publication Journal: Research in Developmental Disabilities 
Method: Online database searches and hand searches of journals in the field led to 
identify papers eligible for review. Assess these against predefined criteria and 
synthesise the findings. 
Review question: What is the relationship between parental hope and 
psychological outcomes for parents who have a child with a disability? 
 
PICOS  
Participants of studies are parents or care givers of children who have a disability 
(physical, intellectual or developmental). Significant visual or hearing impairment is 
deemed as disabilities given the impact on the child and family functioning.  At least 
one of the following parental psychological outcomes were measured: wellbeing, 
adjustment, adaption, stress or mental health (mood, depression, anxiety). Study 




 English language  
 No date restriction 
 Measured at least one of the following parental psychological outcomes: 
wellbeing, adjustment, adaption, stress or mental health (mood, depression, 
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anxiety) and investigated the relationship between hope and the psychological 
outcomes. Intervention studies were baseline data could be obtained are eligible 
for inclusion.  
 Exclusion criteria: abstracts did not provide sufficient detail to make a decision 
about whether the inclusion criteria, abstract unavailable, conference proceedings, 
duplicate records. Qualitative studies (as focused on relationship between specific 
variables) or intervention studies were baseline data not available. 
 Google Scholar used to trace alternative versions of abstracts  
 
Information Sources: 
 Ovid (Embase, Medline and PsyInfo) 
 EBSCO (CINAHL, ERIC,) 
 ProQuest (ASSIA, Social Services Abstracts and Sociological Abstracts) 
 NCBI (PubMed) 
 Hand searches of reference list of any review paper identified 
 Hand searches of journals with most frequently citied sources of citations in the 
articles that met edibility criteria. 
 
Literature Search Strategy 
 Multi-database keyword search and topic/subject heading searches. 
 Variations of: parent, mother/mum, father/dad, carer/ caregiver,  
 And: disability/disabilities/disabled, developmental disabilities, mental deficiency, 
disabled person 
 And: hope / hope theory 
 
Study Selection 
1. Initial screening of titles and abstracts if they meet eligibility criteria. 
2. Full-text of articles deemed to meet the inclusion criteria for the review based on 
the abstract reviewed. 
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3. Those still meeting the inclusion criteria selected to be part of the final 
methodological review and appraisal. 
4. Represent process as flow chart (PRISMA statement, Mother et al 2009) 
 
Data extraction: (need to create standardised data extraction form) 
 General (date of extraction, record number, author, article title, citation, type of 
publication, Country of origin, source of funding (if known). 
 Study characteristics (Aim/objectives of study, design, inclusion criteria, 
exclusion criteria, recruitment procedures used, method, sampling, Limitations 
 Participant characteristics (age, gender, ethnicity, socio-economic status, child 
disability / syndrome characteristics, co-morbidities, number of participants in 
sample) 
 Intervention and setting (description of intervention and controls and setting) 
 Outcome data/results (Units of assessment or measures used, Stats techniques 
used, Variables, length of follow-up/number of follow-up, number of participants 
approached, enrolled, included in analysis, withdrew/excluded/lost in follow-up, 
analysis, key results – overall/subgroup), adverse events 
 
Quality Assessment: 
 Develop tool assessing meeting inclusion criteria (based on SIGN, 2008, and York 
University’s Centre for Reviews and Dissemination guidance for undertaking reviews 
in healthcare, CRD, 2009 
 Quality criteria items across six dimension of quality 
o Research questions  
o Selection of participants 
o Assessment 
o Confounding variables 
o Statistical analysis 
o Quality of reporting 
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 Numerical ratings: 3 = well covered, 2 = adequately assessed, 1 = poorly covered, 
0 = not addressed / not reported / not applicable (not relevant to the study design 
or article).  
 Plus overall quality of the study (to avoid poor score on one index skewing the 
overall score of an otherwise good study. 3 = excellent, 2 = good, 1 = adequate, 0 = 
poor. 
 Get independent scoring from second person. 
 Assess inter-rater reliability (Cohen’s Kappa). 
 
Data synthesis: 
 Summarise the study characteristics and findings for all studies chosen for final 
selection. 
 Provide quality rating data for each domain and an overall description for studies.  
 Narrative synthesis of results grouping, demographic data, presentation of hope 
and hope related to psychological outcomes.  
 Report the limitations of literature and identify any gaps for future research. 
 
Dissemination: 
 Constituent part of portfolio thesis submitted to meet requirements of Doctorate 
in Clinical Psychology at the University of Edinburgh. 






Appendix C: Systematic review data extraction form 
General  Information Date:  




Article Title  





Aim/Objectives – present?  





 Self-selection?   
Population of sample 
(where recruited from) 
 Overall no in sample:  
Participant characteristics 
(parents) 
Age =  Ethnicity =  Socio-economic status =  
Mothers (n) = Fathers (n) = Other (n) =  Marital status = 
Child disability/syndrome characteristics / 
number  
 Age (M, SD, r) =  
Child gender male female 
Co-morbidities of child 
dis reported (yes/no) 
 




(parental group/ child 
condition) 
Approached/asked to take part  
(total & per group) = 
Included in analysis = 
Enrolled / took part / returned 
responses = 
Withdrawals/exclusion/lost =  
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
Outcome data/results No of measures used  
Variables Parents Measured by: Child Measures 

















Support  Other:  
Quality of Life    
Other:     
Mean hope / SD / range  




Significant difference btw 
groups? 




Results related to hope Measurement tool or method used  
Summary of outcome data (relationship of hope with other psy variables- write – sig correlations, 
regressions etc) 
Group 1   
Group 2   
Group 3   




Appendix D: Systematic review quality appraisal tool 
Rater:      Date:                        Author:                             Title: 
Variable  In this study this criterion is: No 
Research Question 
1. The study addresses an appropriate 
and clearly focused question. 
Well covered (3) 
Adequately addressed (2) 
Poorly addressed (1) 
Not addressed (0) 
Not reported (0) 
Not applicable (0) 
 
Selection of participants 
2. Participants recruited were a 
representative sample and bias was 
identified and minimised.   
Well covered (3) 
Adequately addressed (2) 
Poorly addressed (1) 
Not addressed (0) 
Not reported (0) 
Not applicable (0) 
 
3. A clear description of study 
recruitment methodology is included. 
Well covered (3) 
Adequately addressed (2) 
Poorly addressed (1) 
Not addressed (0) 
Not reported (0) 
Not applicable (0) 
 
4. Bias introduced with data collection 
was considered and minimised.   
Well covered (3) 
Adequately addressed (2) 
Poorly addressed (1) 
Not addressed (0) 
Not reported (0) 
Not applicable (0) 
 
5. The study indicated how many of the 
participants  asked to take part did so, 
in each of the groups being studied. 
Well covered (3) 
Adequately addressed (2) 
Poorly addressed (1) 
Not addressed (0) 
Not reported (0) 
Not applicable (0) 
 
 6. The nature and severity of the 
child’s disability / impairment and child 
functioning is described. 
Well covered (3) 
Adequately addressed (2) 
Poorly addressed (1) 
Not addressed (0) 
Not reported (0) 
Not applicable (0) 
 
Assessment  
7. Relevant outcomes are measured in 
a standard, valid and reliable way.  
Well covered (3) 
Adequately addressed (2) 
Poorly addressed (1) 
Not addressed (0) 
Not reported (0) 
Not applicable (0) 
 
Confounding 
8. The main potential confounders are 
identified and taken into account in the 
design and analysis. 
Well covered (3) 
Adequately addressed (2) 
Poorly addressed (1) 
Not addressed (0) 
Not reported (0) 
Not applicable (0) 
 
Statistical Analysis 
9. Statistical analysis was fully reported 
and appropriate. 
Well covered (3) 
Adequately addressed (2) 
Poorly addressed (1) 
Not addressed (0) 
Not reported (0) 
Not applicable (0) 
 
Quality of reporting 
10. Detail of methodology, statistical 
analysis and results is sufficient to 
replicate. 
Well covered (3) 
Adequately addressed (2) 
Poorly addressed (1) 
Not addressed (0) 
Not reported (0) 
Not applicable (0) 
 
11. Generalizability of findings to 
similar groups. 
Well covered (3) 
Adequately addressed (2) 
Poorly addressed (1) 
Not addressed (0) 
Not reported (0) 
Not applicable (0) 
 
Total Score  
Descriptive category: 










The journal to which you are submitting your manuscript employs a plagiarism 
detection system. By submitting your manuscript to this journal you accept that 
your manuscript may be screened for plagiarism against previously published works.  
 
3.1. Getting Started 
Content of Author Guidelines: 1. General, 2. Ethical Guidelines, 3. Submission of 
Manuscripts, 4. Manuscript Types Accepted, 5. Manuscript Format and Structure, 6. 
After Acceptance.  
 
Relevant Documents: Colour Work Agreement Form 
 
Useful Websites: Submission Site, Articles published in The Journal of Intellectual 
Disability Research, Author Services, Blackwell Publishing’s Ethical Guidelines, 
Guidelines for Figures. 
 
1. GENERAL 
The Journal of Intellectual Disability Research is devoted exclusively to the scientific 
study of intellectual disability and publishes papers reporting original observations 
in this field. The subject matter is broad and includes, but is not restricted to, 
findings from biological, educational, genetic, medical, psychiatric, psychological 
and sociological studies, and ethical, philosophical, and legal contributions that 
increase knowledge on the treatment and prevention of intellectual disability and of 
associated impairments and disabilities, and/or inform public policy and practice. 
Such reviews will normally be by invitation. The Journal also publishes Full Reports, 
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Brief Reports, Letters to Editor, and an 'Hypothesis' papers. Submissions for Book 
Reviews and Announcements are also welcomed. 
 
The Journal of Intellectual Disability Research will feature four Annotation articles 
each year covering a variety of topics of relevance to the main aims of the journal or 
topics. Senior researchers, academics and clinicians of recognised standing in their 
field will be invited to write an Annotation for the journal covering an area that will 
be negotiated with the Associate Editor, Prof. Chris Oliver, on behalf of the Editorial 
team. Anyone expert in his/her particular field wishing to submit an uninvited 
review is advised to seek prior guidance from the Associate Editor. 
 
 All papers are assessed by expert referees. 
 Please read the instructions below carefully for details on the submission of 
manuscripts, the journal's requirements and standards as well as information 
concerning the procedure after a manuscript has been accepted for publication in 
The Journal of Intellectual Disability Research. Authors are encouraged to visit John 
Wiley & Sons Pte Ltd's Author Services for further information on the preparation 
and submission of articles and figures. 
 
2. ETHICAL GUIDELINES 
The Journal of Intellectual Disability Research adheres to the ethical guidelines for 
publication and research summarised below.  
 
2.1. Authorship and Acknowledgements 
 Authorship: Authors submitting a paper do so on the understanding that the 
manuscript has been read and approved by all authors and that all authors agree to 
the submission of the manuscript to the Journal. ALL named authors must have 
made an active contribution to the conception and design and/or analysis and 
interpretation of the data and/or the drafting of the paper and ALL must have 
critically reviewed its content and have approved the final version submitted for 
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publication. Participation solely in the acquisition of funding or the collection of 
data does not justify authorship and, except in the case of complex large-scale or 
multi-centre research, the number of authors should not exceed six. 
 
The Journal of Intellectual Disability Research adheres to the definition of 
authorship set up by The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors 
(ICMJE). According to the ICMJE authorship criteria should be based on 1) 
substantial contributions to conception and design of, or acquisition of data or 
analysis and interpretation of data, 2) drafting the article or revising it critically for 
important intellectual content and 3) final approval of the version to be published. 
Authors should meet conditions 1, 2 and 3. 
 
 It is a requirement that all authors have been accredited as appropriate upon 
submission of the manuscript. Contributors who do not qualify as authors should be 
mentioned under Acknowledgements. 
 
Acknowledgements: Under Acknowledgements please specify contributors to the 
article other than the authors accredited. Please also include specifications of the 
source of funding for the study and any potential conflict of interests if appropriate. 
Suppliers of materials should be named and their location (town, state/county, 
country) included. 
 
2.2. Ethical Approvals 
Experimental Subjects: experimentation involving human subjects will only be 
published if such research has been conducted in full accordance with ethical 
principles, including the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki (version, 
2002 www.wma.net/e/policy/b3.htm) and the additional requirements, if any, of 
the country where the research has been carried out. Manuscripts must be 
accompanied by a statement that the research was undertaken with the 
understanding and written consent of each participant and according to the above 
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mentioned principles. A statement regarding the fact that the study has been 
independently reviewed and approved by an ethical board should also be included. 
Editors reserve the right to reject papers if there are doubts as to whether 
appropriate procedures have been used. 
 
All studies using human participants or animal subjects should include an explicit 
statement in the Material and Methods section identifying the review and ethics 
committee approval for each study, if applicable. Editors reserve the right to reject 
papers if there is doubt as to whether appropriate procedures have been used. 
 
Ethics of investigation: Papers not in agreement with the guidelines of the Helsinki 
Declaration as revised in 1975 will not be accepted for publication. 
 
2.3 Clinical Trials 
Clinical trials should be reported using the CONSORT guidelines available at 
www.consort-statement.org. A CONSORT checklist should also be included in the 
submission material (http://www.consort-
statement.org/mod_product/uploads/CONSORT 2001 checklist.doc). 
 
Manuscripts reporting results from a clinical trial must provide the registration 
number and name of the clinical trial. Clinical trials can be registered in any of the 
following free, public clinical trials registries: www.clinicaltrials.gov, clinicaltrials-
dev.ifpma.org/, isrctn.org/. The clinical trial registration number and name of the 
trial register will be published with the paper. 
 
The Journal of Intellectual Disability Research encourages authors submitting 
manuscripts reporting from a clinical trial to register the trials in any of the 
following free, public clinical trials registries: www.clinicaltrials.gov, clinicaltrials-
dev.ifpma.org/, isrctn.org/. The clinical trial registration number and name of the 
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the absence of conflicts of interest) will be published under a separate heading 
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then the following statement will be included by default: “No conflicts of interest 
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2.5 Appeal of Decision 
 Authors who wish to appeal the decision on their submitted paper may do so by e-
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Appendix G: Measured used in main thesis study 
State Hope for the Child Scale:  
Read each item carefully. Using the scale shown below, please select the answer that best describes how you think about yourself right 
now. Please take a few moments to focus yourself and what is going on in your life at this moment. Once you have this "here and now" 
mind set, please answer each item. 
    Read each item carefully and select the answer that best describes how much you agree with each statement   
   1 Definitely 
false   
 2 Mostly 
false   
 3 Somewhat 
false   
 4 Slightly 
false   
 5 Slightly 
true   
 6 Somewhat 
true   
 7 Mostly 
true   
 8 Definitely 
true    
 a. If I should find my child in a jam 
(difficulty), I could think of many 
ways to get out of it.  
        
 b. At the present time, I am 
energetically pursuing my goals for 
my child.  
        
 c. There are lots of ways around 
any problem my child has.  
        
 d. Right now, I see myself as being 
pretty successful as a parent.  
        
 e. I can think of many ways to 
reach my current goals for my 
child.  
        
 f. At this time, I am meeting the 
goals that I have set for my child.  




Parental Locus of Control Scale (Campis et al., 1986) 
Subscales: Child’s Control of Parent’s Life and Parental Control of Child’s Behaviour. 
   Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with each statement by answering 
yes or no   
   Yes    No   
 a. My life is chiefly controlled by my child.  
  
 b. I always feel in control when it comes to my 
child.  
  
 c. My child does not control my life.  
  
 d. My child's behaviour is sometimes more than I 
can handle.  
  
 e. My child influences the number of friends I 
have.  
  






 g. I feel like what happens in my life is mostly 
determined by my child.  
  
 h. It is often easier to let my child have his/her 
own way than to put up with a tantrum.  
  
 i. It is easy for me to avoid and function 
independently of my child's attempts to have 
control over me.  
  
 j. I find that sometimes my child can get me to do 
things I really did not want to do.  
  
 k. When I make a mistake with my child I am 
usually able to correct it.  
  
 l. My child often behaves in a manner very 









The Behavior Problems Inventory for Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities - Short Form (Rojahn et al., 2012a) 
Instructions 
Below are broad definitions followed by specific types of behaviour problems: Self-injurious behaviours, aggressive/destructive behaviours 
and stereotyped behaviours. 
 
Please indicate which behaviours you have observed during the past two months by selecting the appropriate box for how often a 
described behaviour typically occurs and how serious a problem the behaviour is. If the behaviour has not occurred during the past two 
months and therefore poses no problem check "never/no problem".  
Self-injurious behaviour  
Self-injurious behaviour causes damage to the person's own body; i.e. damage has either already occurred, or it must be expected if the 
behaviour remains untreated. Self-injurious behaviours occur repeatedly in the same way over and over again, and they are characteristic 
for that person. 
 
Mild Problem 
Behaviour occurs but does not inflict significant damage on the individual (e.g., temporary reddening of the skin, very light bruising). 
 
Moderate Problem 
Behaviour may inflict moderate damage on the individual (e.g., moderate bruising, scratching through the skin, repeatedly picking scabs). 
 
Severe Problem 
Behaviour may inflict moderate to severe damage on the individual (e.g. biting through the skin, eye gouging, fracturing bones) minor or 





21.  Please rate the frequency and severity of each behaviour using the guidance above. If a behaviour is not a problem then please select 
Never/No Problem for both frequency and severity. 
    Average Frequency of Occurrence    Severity of the Problem   
   Never / 
No 
problem   
 Monthly    Weekly    Daily    Hourly    Never/No 
problem   
 Mild    Moderate    Severe   
 a. Self-biting  
         
 b. Head hitting  
         
 c. Body hitting (except for the head) with 
own hand or with any other body part  
         
 d. Self-scratching  
         
 e. Pica (ingesting non-food items)  
         
 f. Inserting objects in nose, ears, anus, etc.  
         
 g. Hair pulling (tearing out patches of hair)  
         
 h. Teeth grinding (evidence of ground 
teeth)  




Aggressive/Destructive behaviours  
Aggressive or destructive behaviours are deliberate overt attacks directed towards other individuals or property. 
 
Mild Problem 
Behaviour occurs but does not inflict significant damage on other people (e.g., temporary reddening of the skin, very light bruising); or 
disruption or mild damage to property (e.g., objects thrown, furniture tipped, doors slammed, meals spoiled, paint scratched). Item does 
not require repair or replacement. 
 
Moderate Problem 
The behaviour may inflict moderate damage on other people (e.g., moderate bruising, scratching through the skin, repeatedly picking 
scabs); or moderate damage to property (e.g., curtains torn, furniture partly broken). Item requires repair but can be used. 
 
Severe Problem 
The behaviour may inflict moderate to severe damage on other people (e.g., biting through the skin, eye gouging, fracturing bones) minor 










22.  Please rate the frequency and severity of each behaviour using the guidance above. If a behaviour is not a problem then please select 
Never/No Problem for both frequency and severity. 
   Average Frequency of Occurrence    Severity of the Problem   
   Never/no 
problem   
 Monthly    Weekly    Daily    Hourly    Never/No 
problem   
 Mild    Moderate    Severe   
 a. Hitting others  
         
 b. Kicking others  
         
 c. Pushing others   
         
 d. Biting others  
         
 e. Grabbing and pulling others  
         
 f. Scratching others  
         
 g. Pinching others  
         
 h. Verbally abusive with others  
         
 i. Destroying things (e.g., rips clothes, 
throws chairs, smashes tables)  
         
 j. Bullying - being mean or cruel (e.g., 
grabbing toys or food from others)  







Stereotyped behaviours  
Stereotyped behaviours look unusual, strange, or inappropriate to the average person. They are voluntary acts that occur repeatedly in the 
same way over and over again, and they are characteristic for that person. However, they do NOT cause physical damage.  
23.  Please rate the frequency of each behaviour. There is no severity rating for these behaviours. 
   Average frequency of Occurrence   
   Never/no problem    Monthly    Weekly    Daily    Hourly   
 a. Rocking, repetitive body movements  
     
 b. Sniffing objects, own body  
     
 c. Waving or shaking arms  
     
 d. Manipulating (e.g., twirling, spinning) objects  
     
 e. Repetitive hand and/or finger movements  
     
 f. Yelling and screaming  
     
 g. Pacing, jumping, bouncing, running  
     
 h. Rubbing self  
     
 i. Gazing at hands or objects  
     
 j. Bizarre body postures  
     
 k. Clapping hands  
     
 l. Grimacing  




Knowledge of Behavioural Principles Questionnaire  
Please answer whether you think the following statements are true or false. 
  True    False   
 a. Modelling or demonstrating appropriate behaviour is a good way to 
support new learning for children with a Learning Disability.  
  
 b. Challenging behaviour is generally unrelated to infection or illness in 
children with a Learning Disability.  
  
 c. Extinction of a behaviour means that it is no longer being reinforced 
and will therefore gradually stop.  
  
 d. It is important to spend lots of time when explaining to children with 
a Learning Disability what will happen if they do not stop a behaviour.  
  
 e. It is important to put in reprimands for children with a Learning 
Disability, such as time out or "the naughty step".  
  
 f. When talking about managing behaviour, A-B-C means Antecedent - 
Behaviour - Consequence.  
  
 g. When a child with a Learning Disability is presenting with challenging 
behaviour, a good strategy is to ignore the child until they stop the 
socially inappropriate behaviour and then engage with them.  
  
 h. Reinforcement is something that occurs after a behaviour which 
means the behaviour is more likely to happen in the future.  
  
 i. A visual timetable can often help reduce challenging behaviour.  
  
 j. Behaviour is often due to naughtiness for children with a Learning 
Disability.  
  
 k. An extinction burst occurs when a behaviour has become more 
challenging.  
   
 l. Behaviour is often a form of communication for children with a 
Learning Disability.  
  
 m. An extinction burst can occur suddenly for no reason.  
  
 n. Challenging behaviour is generally nothing to do with the 
environment or situation.  
  
 o. Ignore-distract-redirect is a planned way of managing challenging 
behaviour.  
  
 p. Reinforcement is a planned activity carried out by people supporting 
a child.  
  
 q. Negative reinforcement is giving things to the child they do not want, 
e.g. chores.  
  
 r. Reinforcement of a behaviour produces socially appropriate results.  
  





Appendix H: List of organisations contact to host project 
 
Action for Children 
Autism Cornwall 
bristolparentcarers.org.uk  
British Institute of Learning 
Disability 
Capability Scotland 




Disabled Living Foundation 
DLF (Disabled Living Foundation) 
Down's syndrome Scotland 
East Sussex Parent and Carers 
Council 
Enable Scotland 
Every disabled child matters 
Families United  
Family Footings 
Family Fund  
Family voice 
Focus on Disability 
Follow your dreams 
Foundation for People with 
Learning Disabilities 
Full of life 
G.D.D Awareness 
Home Start 
Inspired Parents  
Kindred  
LD today 
Learning Disability Wales 
LF Carers community 





Parents for Change 
Pass it on Parents 
PBS Chat  
pencru.org  







Scottish Consortium for Learning Disability 
Share Scotland 




Special Kids in the UK 
Special Needs Kids 
Special Needs Parents Association 
SWAN 
The Action Group 
The Children's Trust 
The Learning Disability Elf 
The Rett Syndrome Research Trust 




Voice of carers Across Lothian (VOCAL) 





Appendix I: Participant information sheet and consent form 
Information on the project and research 
Dear Parent/Carer,  
 
I work with children and young people with a Learning Disability and their families. 
This means children and young people who: 
• are under the age of 18  
• and have a significant difficulty with intellectual functioning  
• and have a significant difficulty with daily living skills.  
Some of these individuals may also have other diagnoses such as Down syndrome 
or autism spectrum disorder.  
 
The family of these children and young people may have to manage lots of different 
behaviours. Some of these behaviours may be a challenge for carers and the 
individuals themselves, for example self-harm or repetitive activities. I would like to 
know more about how online materials and learning can help parents understand 
and manage these behaviours.  
 
My research project provides information and strategies aiming to help parents 
think about:  
• Common reasons behind behaviours  
• Why some behaviours might continue 
• Some strategies to manage behaviour 
 
The project starts with a short survey about you and your child. Next, you are 
presented with information and strategies to help manage behaviours that 
challenge. Then, you will be asked some more questions to measure how helpful 
this information has been. In total, it should take about an hour to complete. I am 
really interested in what you, as parents, think. Therefore space is provided for your 
comments and feedback. There will also be an option to provide your email address 
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to allow me to make contact for a brief follow-up assessment one month after 
completing the survey. 
 
Caring for a child or young person with a learning disability can have both positive 
and negative aspects. Some of the questions may make you feel or think about 
things that are difficult and upsetting. If any concerns are raised about the nature of 
your child's behaviour please contact your GP or other professionals involved in the 
care of your child. 
 
I would be very grateful if you would complete this online activity as part of my 
research. This project has gained ethical approval from the School of Health and 
Social Science at the University of Edinburgh, and is supervised by Dr Hannah 
MacLean (NHS Lothian) and Dr Dougal Hare (University of Edinburgh). I am happy to 
receive responses from more than one parent or carer thinking about the same 
child. Please encourage other parents or carers of children with a Learning Disability 
to consider taking part in this research.  
 
Thank you for your time, 
 
Louise McCool 
Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
School of Health in Social Science, University of Edinburgh, Old Medical School, 
Teviot Place, Edinburgh, EH8 9AG 
Email: informationonbehaviour@gmail.com  
(Unfortunately I am only able to reply to queries about the project only.) 
 
Frequently asked questions  
What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
You may find new information and helpful strategies to increase your 
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understanding and management of your own child's behaviour. This research 
project also aims to see if online materials are useful to parents waiting for help 
from specialist services or for those who are struggling with difficulties but who do 
not want to access services. Information gained from carrying out this research may 
help improve the treatment options offered to families.  
 
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part? 
Taking part in this study will require a time commitment of about an hour. There is 
no obvious risk to you in taking part. However, if concerns are raised about your 
own child by behaviours described within the study please contact your GP, or 
other professionals involved in your child's care, to discuss these.  
 
Do I have to take part? 
No, it is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you decide to take part, 
you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving any reason. Your 
decision to take part will not affect your involvement with any website or online 
forum.  
 
What will happen to the information I provide? 
The information will be kept anonymous, stored securely and used only for the 
purpose of this research. The overall findings will be written up for publication and 
shared with other researchers and professionals to help improve services for 
children and young people with a Learning Disability. No information collected will 
be used to identify you or your family.  
 
If you provide an email address to take part in the follow-up component of this 
study it will not be passed onto third parties and will be deleted at the end of the 
follow-up period. 
 
How will I find out the results of the study? 
Information on the overall results of the study will be emailed to participants who 
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have provided a contact email address and will also be posted on to the relevant 
internet sites who took part. Individual results will not be identifiable.  
 
If you have any further questions about the study please contact me on: 
informationonbehaviour@gmail.com  





To comply with ethical guidelines and participate in this research you must decide 
whether you agree with each of the statements below. If you need further 
information please contact me on informationonbehaviour@gmail.com or return to 
the 'Information on Research' page.  
1.  I confirm that I have read and understand the information on the research 
project and have had sufficient time to decide whether to take part in this study.  
Yes, I agree.  
2.  I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at 
any time, without giving any reason and without my input to this website / online 
forum or legal rights being affected.  
Yes, I agree.  
3.  I give my informed consent to take part in the above study and for my responses 
to be used for the purposes of this research.  
Yes, I agree.  
 
To take part 
As this is a research project to support parents of children with a learning disability 
please confirm the following:  
4.  I currently am a parent or care-giver for child with a Learning Disability.  
Yes  
5.  I am over 16 years old.  
Yes  
 
 
